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 Generation and detection of circularly-polarized (CP) radiation in the 8- to 12-μm band of 
the infrared (IR) spectrum is crucial for polarization sensing and imaging scenarios. There is 
very little naturally occurring CP radiation in the long-wave IR band, so that useful 
functionalities may be obtained by exploiting preferential radiation and transmission 
characteristics of engineered metamaterials. Conventional CP devices in the IR utilize 
birefringent crystals, which are typically bulky and expensive to manufacture. The operation of 
these devices is generally optimized at a single wavelength.  Imaging in the long-wave IR is 
most often broadband, so that achromatic CP-device behavior is highly desirable from a flux-
transfer viewpoint. Also, size, weight and cost are significant drivers in the design of practical IR 
systems. Thus a solution is sought with a convenient thin planar form factor. This dissertation 
will demonstrate a novel planar periodic subwavelength-microstructured approach derived from 
classical radiofrequency meanderline designs that are able to generate CP radiation over a broad 
IR band while maintaining a low fabrication profile. We investigate issues regarding efficiency 
as a function of the number of layers in the device structure; reflective, transmissive, and 
emissive behavior; strategies for broadband achromatization; and thermal-isolation requirements 
between the active blackbody reservoir and the top of the planar device, to achieve a given 
degree of polarization. Theoretical, numerical, and experimental findings are presented that 
confirm the feasibility of this class of devices for use in a wide variety of situations, from 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Rudimentary Foundations of Electromagnetic Field Polarization 
 Polarization is one of the most fundamental characteristics of propagating fields and 
waves. It is employed throughout all forms of physics that attribute wave-like behavior to 
common observables that can be described in vector field notation [1–10]. In the most complex 
of scenarios, a full three-dimensional formalism is required to describe the polarization of a 
given field distribution [5,6]. However, we will abide by a simple two-dimensional description of 
optical wave polarization, which effectively describes the trace of the electric field vector as the 
field propagates through space [3,7–9]. This formalism is acceptable since a) light is an 
electromagnetic wave whose propagation is governed by the vector Helmholtz equation, and b) 
an arbitrary distribution of waves can be written as a discrete summation of plane waves over an 






The above expression not only satisfies Helmholtz wave propagation equation, it also showcases 
the polarization basis vector nê , whose orientation must be orthogonal to the propagation wave 
vector nk

 by way of Maxwell‟s divergence formulas, otherwise known as the transversality 
requirement [1–3] 
  0ˆ nn ke

. (2) 
Thus, the field polarization basis is orthogonal to the direction of propagation, and exists within 
the plane of constant phase. 
2 
 
 To get a better picture of just how polarization is defined within a two-dimensional 
geometric plane, the electric field vector of Equation 1 can be decomposed into respective s and 
p – polarized amplitude components of the field, which upon multiplication with the complex 
conjugate of the total field (and some additional manipulation), yields the normalized intensity 























In the previous formula, E0s and E0p are the electric field amplitudes in the s and p coordinate 
directions, and δ is the differential phase shift between the two orthogonal amplitudes, such that 
ps  [3,7–9]. This is the characteristic polarization ellipse of the optical field, which is 











With regard to the geometrical description of the polarization ellipse, there are a few related 
parameters that determine the orientation and evolution of the polarization basis vector as the 
field propagates through space. Specifically, as shown in Figure 1, the auxiliary angle ψ defines 
the ratio between s and p – polarized amplitudes, since 
  ps EE 00tan , (4) 
and the ratio between major (b) and minor (a) axes of the polarization ellipse is given as 
  ])sin)2(arcsin[sin5.0tan(/1abAR . (5) 
The axial ratio (AR) in Equation 5, along with the phase shift δ, can completely determine any 
state of the polarization ellipse defined by Equation 3 [8,9]. This is because the AR defines the 
two-dimensional equivalent of the boundary of the polarization ellipse, whereas the phase shift δ 
(or phase lag) dictates the eccentricity of the elliptical shape that describes the evolution of the 
polarization basis vector. Thus, upon propagation of the optical wave given by Equation 1, the 
trace of the electric field is able to take on different shapes defined by the parameters of the 
characteristic polarization ellipse of Equation 3. The following table illustrates this concept and 









Table 1: Discrete states of the polarization ellipse. 
Polarimetric Values State of Polarization Depiction of 
Polarization 
δ = 0, AR = 0 Linear s – polarized  
δ = 0, AR = ∞ 
 
Linear p – polarized  
δ = 0, AR = +1 Linear +45° polarized  
δ = 0, AR = –1 
or 
δ = π, AR = +1 
Linear –45° polarized  
δ = π/2, AR = +1 Right-handed circular 
polarized 
 
δ = –π/2, AR = +1 Left-handed circularly 
polarized 
 
0 < δ < π, 




0 > δ > –π, 






Although this is sufficient information for classifying any state of polarization, there are other 
methods that are more suitable for systems-level description of how optical components can 




1.1.1 Stokes Vector Notation for Optical Polarization 
 The change in polarization upon transmission through, or reflection from, an arrangement 
of optical system components can be formulated by a system of matrices that effectively models 
the modulation of the optical intensity associated with each discrete polarization state [3,7–9]. 
This is especially useful for physical measurements that quantify the state of polarization, since 
intensity can always be determined with the appropriate detection system at infrared (IR) or 
visible wavelengths. Amplitude quantities, such as those demonstrated previously, are not 
immediately resolvable due to the rapid field oscillations associated with IR and visible 
frequencies. 
 Intensity-based polarization is the most common method of acquiring and evaluating the 
polarization signature of measured optical fields, and can thus be represented in vector notation 








































where S0 is the total intensity, S1 is the intensity associated with s or p linear polarization, S2 
indicates the amount of linear polarization oriented at a ±45° angle, and S3 portrays the quantity 
of right-handed or left-handed circular polarization (RHCP, LHCP), respectively [3,7–9]. In 
addition to the polarization ellipse parameters that are included in Equation 6, notice how each of 
the Stokes parameters, aside from S0, are defined by subtractive differences between the 
intensities of orthogonal polarization states. Not surprisingly, this originates from the 
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fundamental interference laws of Fresnel and Arago for partially-polarized light, which G.G. 
Stokes incorporated into his mathematical description of optical polarization [8,9]. 
 To account for a change in the polarization signature upon transmission through an 
optical system, the final state of polarization can be obtained via a successive multiplication of 
matrices that resemble the characteristics and behavior of each optical element that the field 
encounters. Since the Stokes vector is represented by the 4 element column vector of Equation 6, 
the corresponding Mueller matrix of a system component would be given by a 4 by 4 matrix that 
acts directly upon the input Stokes vector [3,8,9], such that 
  inNNout SMMMMS 121  , (7) 
where NM  is the last matrix in a system of N components. Aside from effectively modeling the 
evolution in polarization through an optical system, this convention forms the basis for all 
polarimetry-related measurements that will be discussed throughout this dissertation. 
 
1.1.2 Detection, Generation, and Uniqueness of Circular Polarization 
 With regard to all possible states of polarization that can be expressed by the polarization 
ellipse of Equation 3, circular polarization (CP) is inherently unique in that it is the only state 
that scribes a circular path within the two-dimensional plane of constant phase. In terms of the 
ellipse parameters, it can be effectively achieved by an AR of 1 and a δ of ±π/2, depending upon 
which handedness is preferred (see Table 1). Since both field amplitudes are the same and the 
field vector rotates consistently as the electromagnetic wave propagates through the system, CP 
achieves a level of uniformity that provides equal s and p amplitudes that are out of phase by a 
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quarter of a wave [7–9]. This is actually quite useful and often necessary for many applications 
that require polarization uniformity from CP light. However, we must first be able to both 
generate and detect CP that can be utilized in such situations. 
 The basic principle behind the detection of a randomly polarized field consists of separate 
intensity-based measurements using specified orientations of polarization-sensitive components. 
As depicted in Figure 2, a simple measurement setup is comprised of a linear polarizer (LP) and 
quarter-wave plate (QWP), where upon the impinging optical field encounters the QWP first 









Figure 2: Measurement setup for determination of Stokes parameters, where LP is a linear 
polarizer with extinction axis e, and QWP is a quarter-wave plate with fast axis f. 
 
The canonical equations that embody the detection of the Stokes parameters are given by the 
addition and subtraction of intensities measured with the polarizing components in specific 
configurations 
  0)0,90()0,0( SII
 , (8) 
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  1)0,90()0,0( SII
 , (9) 
  2)0,135()0,45( SII
 , (10) 
  3)2,135()2,45( SII
 , (11) 
where θ is the angle of the transmittance axis of a LP, and 2  is representative of the QWP 
element that is inserted just before the LP [3,8]. Interestingly enough, Equation 11 is the only 
measurement routine that requires the QWP component, since the others do not need an 
additional quarter-wave phase shift for detection of S0 through S2. Thus, the QWP is absolutely 
essential for detection of the intensity associated with CP. Moreover, it also has to be utilized in 
the generation of CP, since the Mueller matrix system equation that acts upon a randomly 
polarized beam can be expressed as 
  )](00[5.0)45( 2020 SSSSSMM inLPQWP
 , (12) 
where QWPM  and LPM  are the Mueller matrices for a QWP and LP, respectively [8]. The 
output Stokes vector of Equation 12 can be normalized by 20 SS , which yields perfect CP. 
Therefore, QWPs are the mainstay for detection and generation of light that has a significant 
investment in S3. 
 
1.2 Classical Optical Elements for Modulation and Detection of CP Fields in the IR 
 In general, a QWP, or quarter-wave retarder, is a functional optical device that provides a 
π/2 phase shift between orthogonal components while maintaining an AR of 1 between the 
transmitted or reflected fields [3,7,8]. Its name stems from the fact that it delays the phase 
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between the two perpendicular components by a quarter of a wave, which is exactly similar to 
the conditions imposed by a propagating CP field. Thus, the QWP is irrefutably tied with the 
physical mechanism of CP light, which makes it indispensible for applications relating to the 
detection or modulation of CP. Of the purported mechanisms that enable QWP behavior, we 
shall first concentrate on the so-called „classical‟ material systems that were developed and 
proposed many years before the recent growth in nanostructured materials research. Specifically, 
classical optical QWPs for the IR spectrum present their own set of unique challenges in the 
design and manufacturing of such components, particularly because of the limited availability of 
materials that exhibit QWP characteristics and suitable power transmission that would match 
customer or system specifications. 
 
1.2.1 Crystalline Waveplates 
 Optical crystals that are utilized in QWPs exhibit a physical phenomenon known as 
birefringence, which is that orthogonal components of light travel at different phase velocities 
due to the anisotropy of the respective crystal axes [7,8,10]. If a given crystal has separate 
refractive indices associated with each orthogonal crystal axes, then the phase lag accumulated 
upon propagation through the medium can be expressed as 
  dnn oe )()2( , (13) 
where λ is the free-space wavelength of light, ne and no are the extraordinary and ordinary 
refractive indices of orthogonal crystal axes, and d is the thickness of the material [7,8]. The 
ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices are differentiated by the effective speed at which 
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light can propagate along the respective crystal axis. In most cases, ne > no, so the phase velocity 
would be greater along the axis corresponding to the ordinary refractive index. 
 In the design of crystalline QWPs, specifically for IR wavelengths, one encounters a 
number of problems related to the materials engineering, spectral, and angular performance. First 
off, there are only a few select materials that exhibit appropriate birefringence in the IR regime, 
and even so, there is an intrinsic finite difference between the ordinary and extraordinary 
refractive indices, meaning that most of the engineering work comes from tuning the thickness d 
so that QWP behavior (δ = π/2) is attained. If we use quartz as an example, the difference 
between ordinary and extraordinary indices at 3.39 μm wavelength is [11] 
  0001.00065.0oe nn . (14) 
Inserting this information into Equation 13 yields approximately 130 μm for the required 
thickness. As far as material stability is concerned, this presents a vital predicament in that a true 
0
th
-order waveplate at 3.39 μm would be extremely thin, fragile, and therefore susceptible to 
mechanical stresses. Although one could add 2π radians to the left-hand side of Equation 13, 
which would increase the effective thickness, the QWP would no longer be a true 0
th
-order 
retarder, and would exhibit severe amounts of dispersion even over a narrow waveband [8,9,11–
13]. This is shown in Figure 3, which plots the phase retardance against the normalized 
wavelength for 0
th
 and multi-order waveplates. The slope of each curve is proportional to 1 , 
since the derivative of Equation 13 with respect to wavelength results in a 1  term that is 




Figure 3: Dispersion of phase retardance for zero and multi-ordered crystalline waveplates (from 
[12]). 
 
 In addition to the spectral instability of the phase retardance, crystalline waveplates also 
suffer from being extremely dependent upon the angle of incident illumination [12,13]. As 
shown in the following figure, 0
th
-order waveplates are actually more sensitive to oblique angles 
than multi-order retarders, although both are hardly ideal for applications that require a broad 
angular spectrum of incident radiation. Notice how the phase retardance shifts by λ/10 with only 




Figure 4: Angular sensitivities of common wave retarder materials (from [12]). 
 
 We shall now discuss a few other complications in the performance and manufacture of 
crystal QWPs for the IR spectrum, the most significant of which is the material properties. The 
optical properties of birefringent quartz presents a good example, because not only is the phase 
shift dependent upon the wavelength of operation, but the power transmission actually cuts off 
just below 5 μm [14,15]. This behavior is characteristic of all such oxide crystals in the IR, 
which increases the difficulty in locating a suitable birefringent crystal for long-wave infrared 
(LWIR, 8 – 12 μm) applications. Although there are crystalline materials that function as 
waveplates in the LWIR, such as cadmium sulfide (CdS), the transmittance is limited by the 
Fresnel scattering coefficients at each interface, which would require the application of an anti-
reflection (AR) coating to increase the power transmission to appropriate levels. Unfortunately, 
this also increases the cost and complexity of fabricating CdS QWPs for the LWIR band, not to 
mention the potential sensitivity to incident angles and spectral wavelengths that would be 
introduced by the addition of the AR coating. Therefore, because of the expensive and fragile 
manufacturing process, QWPs for the LWIR are typically fabricated for placement within a 1 
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inch diameter mount that is more suitable for single-wavelength bench-top laser operation. 
Figure 5 depicts a crystalline QWP in a standard mount, which effectively limits the potential 
area of illumination and angular spectrum (or numerical aperture) of a converging focused beam. 
 
Figure 5: QWP component in a standard mount, which limits the effective numerical aperture of 
an incoming beam (image taken from http://www.iiviinfrared.com/waveplates online). 
 
Because of the aforementioned limitations on crystalline QWPs for the IR, it would behoove us 
to search for more effective solutions that could overcome the characteristic disadvantages of 
spectral, angular, and material sensitivities. 
 
1.2.2 Reflective Prism Thin Film Retarders 
 Phase retardation between two orthogonal field components can arise from other physical 
mechanisms other than birefringence, which is exclusively limited to anisotropic material 
systems. A simple case of this can be found in the fundamental Fresnel scattering equations for 






















21 , (16) 
where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the incident and transmitted medium, θi and θt are 
the incident and transmitted angles with respect to the surface normal, and Γs and Γp are the s and 
p – polarized amplitude reflection coefficients, respectively [3,7–10]. The incident and 
transmitted angles are related by Snell‟s law of refraction, ti nn sinsin 21 . In a reflective 
multilayer optical system, the complex amplitudes of Equations 15 and 16 can be modified by 
altering the incident angle and optical path length that accrues over multiple reflections. By 
doing so, the phase differential between s and p – polarized amplitude components of the 
reflected field can be tuned to a value of π/2, the necessary requirement for QWP operation. 
However, the trick in this instance is to engineer such a system that would utilize the phase 
retardance upon reflection while maintaining an AR of 1 and a high power throughput. 
 The most common form of reflective IR QWPs presented in the literature have been 
comprised of multiple prisms [16–18], both without and with thin-film layers [19,20] that are 
designed to impart a phase retardance between the optical path lengths of the reflected s and p – 
polarized modes. The advantage of using prisms comes from their versatility in controlling the 
output angle and orientation of the CP field. Although the standard configuration of reflection 
from a 45° angle of incidence has been demonstrated [18,20], other orientations are feasible with 
re-arrangements to the system of prims and thin film layers. As an example, this allows for the 
light path to continue in its original trajectory [17,19], which is preferable for some optical 
system designs. Additionally, reflective prism QWPs have exhibited achromatic phase retardance 
over a given IR band [18,20], which is a drastic improvement over the spectrally dependent 
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behavior of crystalline QWPs. The power reflection coefficients for both s and p polarizations 
have also been optimized for their fullest potential. 
 With the aforementioned benefits of reflective prism thin-film QWPs for the IR, one 
would presume that their acceptance would be widespread across industry and academia. 
However, their usefulness only comes across in certain situations, since most prism retarders are 
expensive to manufacture and rather bulky in size, which limits the number of systems for 
potential integration. Their size is the most limiting constraint, as shown in Figure 6, since the 
majority of optical systems for IR polarization analysis, or polarimetry, expect the QWP and 
other polarizing components to be placed just before the focal plane array (FPA) detector. 
Unfortunately, this aspect is unavoidable, since multiple prisms and reflections within are 
necessary for obtaining the π/2 phase differential, although this adds significantly to the cost, 
weight, and size of the corresponding optical system that would contain such QWP technology. 
 
Figure 6: In-line chevron prism retarder, which consists of multiple prisms and an anti-reflection 




1.2.3 Birefringent Films and Liquid Crystals 
 As an alternative to crystalline retarders in the IR, birefringent films and liquid crystals 
(LCs) have been proposed for QWP operation, since the physical mechanism of phase retardance 
originates from the same exact principle of material index anisotropy [21–25]. Though LCs have 
been used extensively in the visible as phase shifting devices, especially for flat panel display 
technologies [21,22], their use in the IR hinges upon the achromaticity of the differential phase 
shift and power transmission that can be extracted over a given waveband. LCs and polymer 
films are very similar in their physical composition, in that dipole-shaped molecules are arranged 





Figure 7: Schematic of LC system consisting of dipole-shaped LC molecules, whose orientation 
is controlled by an applied voltage between the two conductive electrodes. 
 
In the case of LCs, the material anisotropy can be controlled by applying a voltage between two 
conducting plates that bound the medium, which helps to orient the dipole-shaped molecules and 
effectively tune the birefringence [24]. This is inherently useful in applications where the center 
operational wavelength changes, such that the birefringence can be controlled to achieve the 
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intended QWP behavior at a given wavelength. Like most birefringent medium, the phase 
retardance from LCs and polymer films exhibits spectral dispersion, although not as much as 
crystalline waveplates. This spectral dispersion can be augmented to result in a near-achromatic 
phase shift with the inclusion of multiple layers of LCs or polymer films [21]. Although 
birefringent polymer films are, by definition, not tunable in the same sense as LCs, the desired 
phase retardance can be obtained by simply rotating the polymer film until the necessary 
birefringence is achieved [25]. Furthermore, as shown on Figure 4, the angular sensitivity of 0
th
-
order polymer and LC films is extremely attractive for applications that feature high numerical 
aperture focusing objectives or a wide angular spectrum of incident radiation. 
 It would seem that polymer and LC technologies cover all the necessary features of 
device performance that were lacking in bulk crystal wave retarders, especially since LC 
polymer films can be integrated onto any transparent substrate while maintaining a low profile. 
In retrospect, this is the closest to an ideal QWP for the IR as one can achieve without having to 
resort to micro-structured surfaces and materials. Nonetheless, there are some deficiencies 
associated with this technology, most of which are related to power transmission throughput of 
the LC and polymer materials. Birefringent polymer films in particular have exhibited very poor 
transmittance in the IR due to the material absorption associated with OH
–
 vibrational/rotational 
phonon modes [23,25]. In contradistinction, LCs do not retain so much absorption as polymer 
films, although the multiple layers of LC film required for achromatic phase retardance could 
severely degrade the transmission throughput. Since a single ideal LC layer exhibits 
approximately 10% power attenuation [24], the 5 or 6 layers required for a spectral dispersion-
free phase shift [21] would limit the amount of power that could be detected by an IR FPA 
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system. Thus, the desired achromatic QWP characteristics and high percentage of power 
transmission would have to be simultaneously achieved by some other method. 
 
1.3 Novel Subwavelength Microstructures as QWPs and Phase Retarders 
 The advent of microstructured optical devices changed the landscape of what was 
possible regarding the control of light on a microscopic scale [26]. This revolution and discovery 
of optical effects that could be manipulated at a subwavelength scale heralded the 
implementation of novel devices and materials, such as photonic crystals, diffractive optical 
elements, metamaterials, and other microstructures [26–76]. Not surprisingly, polarization 
modulation was one of the principle applications imposed on the first subwavelength gratings 
fabricated for IR and visible wavelengths [27–34]. Since then, a wealth of new designs for 
submicron gratings, photonic crystals, and metamaterials, have garnered new interest in 
attempting to engineer QWPs and circular polarizers that would exhibit broadband achromatic 
characteristics while maintaining a high percentage of power throughput. Other performance 
metrics, such as angular sensitivity and ease of fabrication/integration into an optical system, 
have also been considered in the design of such structures. Therefore, what follows is a brief 
overview of the current technologies that have been proposed for subwavelength microstructured 




1.3.1 Form-Birefringent Retarders 
 Birefringence is the most fundamental phenomenon for obtaining a differential phase 
shift between two orthogonal field components, so it is only natural that we attempt to engineer 
such a microstructure that replicates this exact physical mechanism. One of the most important 
optical effects that is exploited by subwavelength microstructures is the Maxwell-Garnett 
effective medium theory, which yields a macroscopic value for the refractive index that can be 
specifically designed and adjusted by changing the composition of subwavelength features that 
comprise the bulk medium [10,26]. From-birefringent retarders make use of this effect to 
emulate birefringence on a macroscopic scale by fabricating high aspect-ratio anisotropic 
gratings from a high-index material, the subwavelength nature of which provides an effective 
refractive index over the depth of the grating [27–34]. The grating periodicity and amplitude, 
among other parameters, can be designed with a certain wavelength spectrum and differential 
phase retardance in mind, so this technology has immediate implications for the visible and IR 
spectrums. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a sample form-birefringent grating 




Figure 8: Form-birefringent QWP (from [27]). 
 
If the percentage of surrounding filling material within a single periodic unit cell of the structure 
can be quantified by the value FF, then the effective refractive indices of the s and p – polarized 
modes can be formulated as 
  2122
2
1 ))1(( FFnFFnns , (17) 
  2122
2
1 ))1()1()1(( FFnFFnnp , (18) 
where n1 is the index of the surrounding material adjacent to the grating (usually air), and n2 is 
the index of the grating material, which is normally selected as a high-index, yet transparent, 
semiconductor substrate [27–31]. The choice of a semiconductor material for the substrate 
facilitates fabrication of the subwavelength gratings by anisotropic reactive etching methods 
[27–29,32,34], and allows for subsequent integration onto any conceivable optical system 
component or multilayer photonic material system. Such attributes have prompted extensive 
investigations into form-birefringent structures as QWPs for the IR spectrum, where they have 
found particular use in imaging polarimetry systems [35,36,38]. 
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 The measured differential phase shift and transmittance of subwavelength form-
birefringent gratings, such as the one shown in Figure 8, have been demonstrated as being 
significantly superior to bulk crystalline retarders in the IR regime. References [27] and [34] 
specifically show modeled and measured achromatic QWP behavior from the retrieved phase 
retardance of form-birefringent gratings for the mid-wave infrared (MWIR, 3 – 5 μm) band. The 
transmitted power is also appropriate for use in high-throughput systems, although the measured 
value of approximately 60%, which originates from the Fresnel reflections off the back side of 
the substrate [27,34,35], could be improved by the application of a broadband anti-reflection 
coating (ARC). However, to the best of our knowledge, angular sensitivity of the polarization 
and transmission metrics of form-birefringent retarders have not been evaluated in either 
numerical simulations or experimental measurements. A typical measurement routine of form-
birefringent gratings is performed in collimated space [34,35], which limits the incident angles to 
those that are purely normal to the surface of the grating. Therefore, there could be a significant 
variation in performance when oblique incidence angles are factored into the assessment of such 
devices. Regardless, subwavelength form-birefringent retarders hold a veritable promise of 
replacing conventional crystalline waveplates in the thermal IR, especially where polarization 
imaging applications and low-profile device integration are of utmost importance. 
 
1.3.2 Metamaterials, Photonic Crystals, and Microstructured Surfaces 
 From here onwards, we shall mention a few other technologies and material systems for 
subwavelength IR QWP components that have not received as much attention as form-
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birefringent gratings, particularly with respect to functionality and feasibility of device 
integration into thermal polarimetry imagers. Photonic crystals (PhCs) comprise a general class 
of microstructured material that exhibits a spatially varying dielectric function with a pre-defined 
periodicity, which allows for the formation of photonic band gaps that forbid light propagation 
within a certain frequency band and spatial wavevector spectrum [37,39–43]. The spatially 
varying refractive index is enabled by microstructured inclusions and/or fabrications of 
subwavelength inhomogeneous features that allow for submicron control of light. In addition to 
the formation of photonic band gaps, this allows for effective control of the refractive indices 
along specified crystal axes of the PhC, thereby resulting in an artificial birefringent medium. 
Alternatively, QWP characteristics can also be acquired by the realization of polarization band-
gaps in a PhC, which can effectively isolate the right-handed or left-handed CP spectrum of the 
transmitted signal [37]. In the present literature, the majority of PhC waveplates have been 
investigated as numerical studies purely for feasibility and design concerns [39,40], with only a 
few being actually implemented in the radio-frequency (RF), terahertz (THz), and near-IR (NIR) 
regimes [41–43]. This is most likely due to the complexity of fabrication and difficulty of 
scattering parameter measurements. Nonetheless, the possibility for design and construction of a 
PhC QWP in the IR spectrum is wide open for further research, although fabrication would be 
hindered by increasing complexity and feature size of the two-dimensional or three-dimensional 
subwavelength photonic lattices. 
 Another interesting candidate for subwavelength IR QWPs is microstructured surfaces 
that operate in reflection. Similar to form-birefringent retarders, subwavelength gratings and 
micromachined surfaces impart a phase retardance to the incident field upon reflection that, 
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when tuned properly via structural parameter adjustments, can provide the necessary π/2 phase 
shift for QWP behavior. The actual physical mechanism in this instance depends upon the type 
of material that is utilized in the construction of the microstructured surface. For instance, 
dielectric pillars on a metal substrate can be fashioned to exhibit form-birefringence in reflection, 
as seen in [44]. However, other structures may entirely consist of highly-reflective metals that 
are patterned into subwavelength grating features. In this case, the reflected retardance originates 
from the phase lag between the s and p – polarized current modes or surface waves that are 
induced upon the metallic grating elements [45,46]. Whatever the physical principle may be, 
subwavelength reflective QWPs have been demonstrated as being highly efficient in converting 
linear polarization into CP at the specified design frequency while simultaneously maintaining 
high reflectivity [44–46]. The low profile nature of such microstructured subwavelength 
reflection gratings enables cost-efficient fabrication and integration into compact polarimetry 
systems. With regard to the spectral performance of microstructured surface-relief gratings, the 
reflected phase retardance is typically optimized over a very narrow spectrum around the center 
design wavelength, which limits the functional achromaticity of the reflective QWPs [44,45]. 
Further investigations may yield improved performance along these lines. 
 Metamaterials constitute an incredibly wide-ranging tapestry of artificial materials that 
are comprised of micropatterned subwavelength metallic inclusions, which can be arranged 
periodically in planar two-dimensional or fully three-dimensional configurations [47–50]. Their 
periodic nature leads to the formation of phenomena similar to photonic band gaps of PhCs, such 
that the induced currents and surface waves exhibit plasmonic band gaps that elicit specific 
control over the excitation frequency and spatial wavevector of surface plasmon polaritons 
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(SPPs) on the subwavelength conducting metallic elements [47,49,50]. This direct control over 
the plasmonic behavior of metamaterials allows for the discovery and investigation of other 
related properties, such as negative refraction [47,51,52], super-lensing [53], second harmonic 
generation [54], extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) [55,56], and bi-anisotropy [57], to 
name a few. Not surprisingly, QWPs can be designed with some of these effects in mind, which 
make metamaterials the most versatile components available for achieving an achromatic CP 
spectrum. 
 Although a wide variety of designs and configurations can be considered, we shall focus 
upon two particular cases that can be differentiated into planar two-dimensional and three-
dimensional metamaterials. The most popular example of the latter was recently theorized and 
fabricated as an array of conducting helical wires that invoke special optical properties, such as 
bi-anisotropy and polarization-exclusive Bragg reflection, which leads to polarization band gaps 
[37,58–61]. Figure 9 depicts a helical wire array that was optimized for RHCP transmission in 




Figure 9: SEM of gold helix photonic metamaterial for broadband IR transmission of RHCP 
(from [58]). 
 
The obvious limiting factor in this instance is not the performance, but the severe complexity of 
fabricating such an intricate three-dimensional structure, which was carried out via focused ion 
beam lithography [58,60]. Thus, even though the polarimetric output parameters may not be as 
ideal, planar two-dimensional metamaterials serve as a viable alternative that can be easily 
fabricated and optimized to replicate QWP behavior [62–68]. Furthermore, multiple layers of 
planar metamaterials can be stratified over each other to provide the necessary differential phase 
shift while enhancing the transmittance of the multilayer stack [66,72]. Reflective wave retarders 
comprised of planar metamaterials have also been demonstrated [64]. Physical mechanisms 
ranging from chirality [65] and effective medium theory (EMT) [67,69] to equivalent circuit 
models [63,70–73] have been incorporated in the design phase of such structures for achieving 
optimal polarization and throughput metrics. Along with their compact profile and CMOS-
compatible fabrication process, planar two-dimensional subwavelength metamaterials represent a 
versatile realm of technology that must be considered when discussing potential alternatives to 
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conventional IR QWPs and circular polarizers. An example of a planar chiral metamaterial 
waveplate is shown below on Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10: Multilayer planar chiral metamaterial for polarization modulation (from [52]). 
 
 Among the prospective technological candidates that have been listed thus far, planar 
metamaterials represent an area that is unique to subwavelength IR QWPs in that many designs 
have been offered, but few have been optimized and scrutinized for consideration in broadband 
thermal imaging systems. Considering the aforementioned advantages, it would behoove us to at 
least attempt a design that offers achromatic quarter-wave retardance along with the best power 
throughput possible for optimum system performance. Coincidentally, many two-dimensional 
metamaterials for polarization modulation “borrow” their designs from planar frequency-
selective surfaces (FSSs) that have been presented in the decades prior to the recent expansion in 
metamaterials and plasmonics-related research. These FSSs can be scaled down from the RF and 
THz regimes to the IR, thereby providing functional FSS behavior in the IR spectrum [74–76]. In 
the following chapters, we will employ a specific FSS design that will enable achromatic QWP 
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behavior in both transmission and reflection, along with some other capabilities that have yet to 
be demonstrated anywhere else. 
 
1.4 Broadband Circularly-Polarized Thermal Emission 
 As with transmission and reflection, it would also be desirable to control the 
electromagnetic polarization of thermally emitted fields from subwavelength composite 
structures. Specifically, a broadband CP signature, such as the one obtained from achromatic 
circular polarizers and QWPs, is highly coveted not only for reasons stated in Section 1.1.2, but 
because the generation of CP seldom occurs in the natural thermal ambiance of the IR spectrum 
(both MWIR and LWIR) [8,9]. Therefore, the construction of an artificial source of CP emission 
would provide a valid CP target for testing subwavelength QWP components in thermal 
polarimeters, and would also mark active thermal objects by emitting an artificial CP signature. 
Such applications pertaining to IR imaging polarimetry and spectroscopy would immediately 
benefit from devices that could emit a broad spectrum of CP radiation when thermally excited.   
 In the classical regime, most thermal sources are inherently broadband emitters, which 
are incoherent and unpolarized by definition [77–79]. However, in recent years, novel 
subwavelength structures have been shown to exhibit atypical thermal properties, such as 
polarized coherent directional emission over a narrow spectrum of wavelengths [80,81]. This 
behavior is due to the excitation of coherent p – polarized surface waves along the interface of 
the subwavelength grating structure, which a) modify the local optical density of states, and b) 
coherently interfere in the near field, the sum of which produces a highly-directional narrow-
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band linear-polarized thermal source that can be observed in the far field [80,81]. Because such 
structures resemble the form-birefringent gratings of the previous section, it would be interesting 
to evaluate the polarization-dependent thermal properties of other subwavelength 
microstructures, such as planar periodic metamaterials and FSSs. In particular, since 
multilayered PhCs have already been demonstrated as being capable of emitting a broadband CP 
signature [82–84], it would be a huge benefit to extract a broadband CP emission spectrum from 
planar periodic FSSs due to the ease of fabrication and implementation as low-profile thermal 
targets. Furthermore, experimental studies of CP thermal emission are a rarity as far as literature 
is concerned [85], so it shall be seen if planar metamaterials and FSSs can yield broadband CP 
emission and, more importantly, circumvent characteristic theorems and physical laws pertaining 
to thermal excitation that may impede our progress in obtaining thermally emitted CP fields. 
 
1.5 Thesis 
 The fundamental goal of this dissertation is to present a novel subwavelength 
microstructured material system that is able to generate and detect broadband CP radiation in the 
IR spectrum. Due to its versatility and compactness, a planar periodic subwavelength FSS design 
shall be proposed in the form of a meanderline grating. This structure shall be explored in depth 
with regard to its functional behavior and design, and will be implemented as multilayer 
transmissive and reflective achromatic quarter-wave retarders for converting linear polarization 
into circular polarization over a broad thermal IR waveband. Optimization of the output 
polarimetric and throughput parameters will be performed where necessary, which will 
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substantiate comparisons between multilayered meanderline retarders and contemporary 
alternatives. In addition, the meanderline retarders will also find use in the broadband thermal 
emission of CP radiation, which is made possible by the inclusion of a thermal isolation layer of 
aerogel dielectric. All aforementioned multilayered meanderline gratings are fabricated and 
measured to validate the simulated designs. Additional studies will be presented that consider 
realistic scenarios and operational situations directly corresponding to pertinent applications of 
subwavelength meanderline gratings in the IR. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORY, DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND 
CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTILAYERED MEANDERLINE 
QUARTER-WAVE RETARDERS FOR THE INFRARED 
2.1 Theory and Functional Behavior of Multilayer Meanderline Frequency-Selective Surfaces 
 Contrary to the current perception, metamaterials have existed long before negative 
refraction was first encountered [47,52,53]. The use of subwavelength structures for modifying 
the electromagnetic properties of optical fields has been present ever since the 1960‟s, which 
coined the word „frequency-selective surfaces‟ (FSSs) for such devices [90–92]. Coincidentally, 
many designs of metamaterial structures found in the current literature originated from FSS work 
in the radio-frequency (RF) regime [67,93]. The meanderline wave retarder is one such element 
that has been scaled down in size from the RF to function in the thermal IR band [86,87,94–100]. 
 A meanderline FSS is a patterned subwavelength metallic structure that can be designed 
and fabricated with multiple layers on a planar substrate. Its behavior is often compared with 
artificial birefringence, such that an incident linearly-polarized wave encounters a phase delay 
between two orthogonal field components that are parallel and perpendicular to the meanderline 
array periodicity [86,94–100]. The fundamental mechanics behind the imparted wave retardance 
and birefringence can be described by an assortment of methods, such as effective medium 
theory (EMT), equivalent circuit models, current path-length delay, modal waveguide aperture 
admittance, and other electromagnetic analysis techniques [86,87,92,94–97,101–103]. Many of 
these approaches require solving for the field and current distributions on the meanderline FSS 
elements, which ultimately determines the phase retardance between the scattered field 
components. However, it is often difficult to analytically verify the magnitude of the imparted 
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phase delay that originates from the orthogonal surface current elements and field distributions 
on the meanderline geometry. Such analysis is often relegated to computational techniques, such 
as the method of moments (MoM), which utilize a generalized scattering matrix approach to 
solve for the infinitesimal field and current elements on the scattering geometry 
[90,94,96,97,103]. Therefore, to explain the principles of operation in a more generalized form, 
the equivalent transmission line circuit model of the meanderline system can be implemented as 
an effective description of the phenomenological behavior [86,92,94–96]. Such equivalent circuit 
methods have been often used to determine and validate the behavior of FSSs and metamaterials 
over a wide range of frequencies [70–73]. The equivalent transmission line circuit of a single 
meanderline layer is displayed in tandem with a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) image of a 




















Figure 11: Equivalent circuit model of a meanderline FSS and corresponding SEM image of a 
single microstructured meanderline layer. 
 
2.1.1 Equivalent Circuit Model for Transmissive Meanderline Retarders 
 We shall first consider the equivalent behavior of a meanderline FSS that operates in 
transmission. As will be shown later on, the equivalent transmission line circuit can be thought 
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of as a lumped (or shunt) impedance discontinuity that represents the ability of an 
electromagnetic field to impinge upon the corresponding structured surface. Given an incident 
polarized plane wave upon the meanderline structure, the polarization basis vector can be 
decomposed into two orthogonal components that are parallel and perpendicular to the 
meanderline axis. With reference to Figure 11, these components would be in the TM and TE 
directions, respectively. The polarization field that is parallel to the axis (TM) induces a large 
resonant current that circulates throughout the conducting meanderline elements, which can be 
thought of as an equivalent inductive impedance. Likewise, the polarization component 
perpendicular to the meanderline axis (TE) propagates between parallel segments of the 
meanderline circuit, which imparts a capacitive-type impedance upon the field. After 
propagation through the meanderline retarder, the polarization components exhibit a phase shift 
due to the opposing lumped impedances associated with the orthogonal TE and TM modes 
[86,92,94–96]. Although the scaling of meanderline elements to the IR introduces additional loss 
mechanisms that are rarely considered in the RF [104], the fundamental behavior remains 
unperturbed. 
 To further clarify the properties of the meanderline FSS in terms of the equivalent circuit 
model, we can establish a relationship between circuit transmission line and optical multilayer 
theories. Since the meanderline element thickness is much smaller than the wavelength, it can be 
modeled as an infinitesimally thin sheet that has equivalent surface impedance, which can 
therefore be combined with the surrounding media as an effective surface-impedance 
discontinuity. From optical multilayer theory [105,106], we know that the reflection from a 
surface interface can be written in terms of the surrounding material impedance. Therefore, 
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transmission through a multilayered meanderline structure can be modeled as a thin-film optical 
coating with the appropriate equivalent surface impedance at the meanderline surface 
discontinuity. Thus, what follows is a hybridization of both circuit transmission line [70–73, 
86,92,94–96,107] and optical multilayer theory [105,106] for describing the transmission of IR 
radiation through multilayered meanderline wave retarders. This description is used to formulate 
our multilayer designs in obtaining optimum transmission throughput. 
 Consider a generic multilayer structure comprised of multiple meanderline layers that are 
separated by interstitial layers of dielectric media. Assume that the first meanderline layer is 
facing towards free space, and that each corresponding dielectric layer that proceeds a given 
meanderline layer can be combined into a sort of replicated unit cell. Referring to Figure 12, 
each effective unit cell can be described in terms of the surrounding material impedance, the 
propagation through the dielectric medium, and the equivalent surface impedance discontinuity 
that represents the FSS layer. Mathematically, this can be written as 
  kkk ZnYY 10 , (19) 
  02 kk n , (20) 
where Yk is the material admittance for the dielectric layer of the k
th
 unit cell, βk is the associated 
propagation constant, nk is the complex index of refraction, Y0 is the characteristic admittance of 
free space (1/377 Siemens), and λ0 is the free space wavelength. The equivalent surface 
admittance of the meanderline layer is given by Ymk, and tk is the thickness of the dielectric layer. 
At this point, it should be noted that the equivalent impedance of the materials and surface layers 
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Figure 12: Cross-section of a multilayer meanderline polarizer with corresponding circuit model. 
Note that the k
th
 unit cell (meanderline surface with dielectric layer) is the repeating element in 
the multilayer stack. 
 
 To determine the transmission coefficient from a multilayer structure, each individual 
meanderline-dielectric layer combination can be written in terms of a wave transmission matrix 
[107] that describes the surface admittance discontinuity at the meanderline layer and the 
propagation through the dielectric layer. For the k
th
 unit cell of the multilayered structure, 





















































T . (23) 
In the preceding equations, Yk-1 is the material admittance of the dielectric layer for the (k-1)
th
 
unit cell. The individual matrices TA and TB represent the surface admittance discontinuity and 
the propagation through the dielectric layer, respectively. For a multilayer system with N 






T kNN  . (24) 
As an added correction, if the last unit cell in the system has a finite dielectric thickness whose 
back side faces towards free space, we can say that 
  ABCN TTTT , (25) 



















C . (26) 
The individual matrix elements in Equation 24 can then be utilized to obtain the complex 
amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients 
  1112 TT , (27) 
  11)det( TT . (28) 
In Equation 28, )det(T  is the determinant of the system matrix, and is given by the expression 
Y0/Yf, where Yf represents the admittance of the final optical layer. In most cases, Yf is free space, 
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so the value of )det(T  results in unity. Likewise, the power reflection and transmission 
coefficients are the following 
  
2
R , (29) 
  )Re(
2
fnT , (30) 
where nf is the complex index of refraction of the last medium through which the optical wave 
propagates. Since the multilayered structure is surrounded by free space, nf is just the refractive 
index of air. 
 It should be mentioned at this point that the wave transmittance matrix method (TMM) 
works perfectly assuming the incident radiation retains a high degree of coherence upon 
propagation through the layers. For typical thermal IR sources, this is somewhat true, since the 
longitudinal coherence is on the order of the wavelength [3,7], and most of the dielectric layers 
are thin enough to be well below the effective medium wavelength λ0/n. However, the substrate 
thickness is comprised of hundreds of wavelengths, such that the phasing term of the TMM 
approach, given by Equation 23, washes out. Therefore, if the equivalent matrix of the substrate 
is given by TN in Equation 25, then one should only consider the Fresnel scattering coefficients at 
the material boundaries, thereby ignoring or omitting TB from the expression. 
 Considering that the TMM approach has been prescribed for analyzing multilayer 
meanderline polarizers, it would be worthwhile to derive, in terms of output TMM parameters, 
the common polarimetric observables that are associated with wave retarder characteristics. 
However, it should be noted that a single TMM calculation can only handle one polarization 
state and frequency at a time, which means that the meanderline admittances Ymk have to be 
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extracted separately for each orthogonal polarization at a single frequency. The procedure for 
determining Ymk will be discussed momentarily. For now, we write the differential phase shift 
imposed by the meanderline wave retarder as 
  ))Re()Im(arctan())Re()Im(arctan( TMTMTETE , (31) 
where the  sign indicates the choice of axes with respect to the meanderline element. 
Therefore, it can be seen that the resultant TMM transmission coefficients from Equation 28 
directly relate to the phase shift acquired upon propagation through the multilayer meanderline 
structure. Additionally, one can also extract a quantity known as the axial ratio of the 
polarization ellipse [8,9,86] 
  }]2sinarcsin{sin5.0tan[1AR . (32) 
The auxiliary angle in Equation 32 is the angular ratio of the transmitted orthogonal polarization 
states [8] 
  )arctan( TMTE . (33) 
Thus, since the axial ratio and differential phase shift are all that‟s needed for complete 
characterization of the polarization ellipse [8,9], the TMM approach can be utilized to predict the 
polarimetric performance of a multilayered meanderline retarder by simply evaluating the 
respective complex scattering coefficients given in Equations 27 and 28. When used in 
conjunction with numerical simulations, TMM can assist in optimizing the multilayered structure 
for maximum transmittance throughput, which can be written as a geometrical average between 
the two polarization states 
  )(5.0 TMTEtotal TTT . (34) 
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This design facet is absolutely essential, especially since competing technologies have already 
demonstrated high transmission throughput in the IR spectrum [27–34]. 
 Finally, we turn our attention to the retrieval of the meanderline layer admittance Ymk, 
which lies at the crux of the TMM method. The fact of the matter is that all variables in the 
cascaded matrix equation need to be accounted for, so if there are N unknown admittances, then 
either N equations are required, or an iterative approach needs to be applied. Having only a 
singular system matrix given by Equation 24, we shall use the latter method for procuring the 
meanderline admittances by invoking a layer-by-layer approach. This involves the assistance of a 
numerical full wave solver, notably ANSYS HFSS, to perform the extraction process that would 
otherwise have to be attempted by similar methods, such as the periodic moment method, 
integral equation methods, and mode matching techniques [90,91,94–97,103] to name a few. The 
details concerning numerical modeling with ANSYS HFSS shall be relegated to another section 
in the present chapter. 
 Continuing with the admittance parameter retrieval, we select the meanderline layer of 
interest, say layer j, in the multilayer structure. The other meanderline layers in the stack are 
temporarily removed from the model so that the j
th
 layer is the only one remaining. With 
reference to Equations 22 and 23, Ymk is non-zero when k = j. Otherwise, Ymk = 0 for all k ≠ j. The 
equivalent model in the numerical full wave solver reflects this condition. Then, the remaining 
structure is solved within the HFSS program and the complex amplitude reflection coefficient in 
Equation 27 is acquired for both TE and TM polarizations. Since there is only one meanderline 
admittance to solve for with regard to each polarization state, Equation 27 can then be used to 
determine Ymk. For instance, a single-layer meanderline polarizer (N = 1) will have the following 
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complex amplitude reflection coefficient, which is determined from the system matrix 









































































Ym . (36) 
The solutions for the admittances of a 2-layer or 3-layer meanderline polarizer structure will be 
fairly similar to Equation 36, but with more propagation constants and reflection terms to 
account for the inclusion of additional layers. Note that the meanderline admittance in Equation 
36 depends upon which of the two reflection coefficients are inserted into the formula, since the 
geometry of the structure indicates anisotropic behavior for the respective incident TE and TM 
polarizations [86,92,94–100]. For instance, if the complex TE reflection coefficient is used, then 
the resulting admittance will correspond to the TE mode of the meanderline polarizer layer. 
Likewise, the admittance for the TM mode will be obtained by using the complex TM amplitude 
reflection coefficient. 
 This concludes the formulation of the TMM algorithm, which solves each layer one at a 
time and combines the solved admittances into the cascaded system matrix given by Equation 
24. This segmented approach is consistent with other methods that solve for the meanderline 
admittances separately on a layer-by-layer basis [86,95–97], such that each meanderline layer is 
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effectively acting on its own without any coupling between adjacent layers. Therefore, 
comparisons between the TMM approach and solving the entire structure within HFSS are quite 
useful, especially for determining any differences in the numerical results that are due to mutual 
admittance coupling and other full wave effects. Furthermore, the TMM will be used in 
conjunction with HFSS to optimize the interlayer dielectric thickness that results in an 
admittance-matched multilayer meanderline structure, which indicates that a maximum 
transmission throughput and corresponding reflection minimum has been obtained. Results from 
both of these numerical techniques will be compared to the experimental transmission data from 
an assortment of multilayer meanderline polarizers. 
 It should be mentioned that although the TMM approach was performed for a single 
wavelength at normal incidence, it can be done over multiple frequencies at various non-zero 
angles of incidence with only a slight modification to the formulas in the current section [95]. 
 
2.1.2 Equivalent Circuit Model for Reflective Meanderline Retarders 
 The equivalent circuit model for reflective meanderline FSS retarders is drastically 
similar to the one that was just detailed in the previous section for transmissive components. In 
fact, all of the aforementioned methodologies and respective equations of Section 2.1.1 can be 
used for reflective meanderline systems, except that a few differences must be taken into account 
when modeling the corresponding structures with the TMM approach. First off, instead of a 
transparent substrate, the meanderline layer sits on a planar dielectric layer above a reflective 
















Figure 13: Diagram of a) meanderline geometry patterned on a dielectric cavity above 
groundplane, and b) equivalent circuit model of multilayer dielectric system with meanderline 
discontinuity Ym as the shunt admittance. 
 
The meanderline structure of Figure 13 is fabricated on a dielectric layer, so the meanderline-
dielectric surface collectively represents a single planar discontinuity that can be modeled as a 
single shunt admittance element [86,92,95], which is subsequently added to the equivalent circuit 
of the planar dielectric and groundplane. The dielectric layer is represented by finite-length 
transmission lines with wave impedances characteristic of the associated optical materials 
[86,95,107]. The short-circuit termination represents the reflective groundplane of the 
meanderline wave retarder structure, consistent with previous reflective designs [108–110]. 
 The interaction between incident IR radiation and the meanderline can be visualized in 
the same way as before, with the incident field decomposed into TE and TM modes that 
correspond to equivalent capacitive and inductive impedances, respectively. However, as Figure 
14 demonstrates, the transmission lines end in a short-circuit termination, which allows for 
multiple reflections inside the dielectric cavity. Therefore, the differential phase shift of the 
reflective meanderline FSS would accumulate over multiple successive transmissions through 
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the meanderline structure, both forwards and backwards, since the fields reflect off of the 








Figure 14: Depiction of a) meanderline geometry with incident linearly polarized wave, reflected 
CP field, and multiple reflections inside dielectric cavity. Part b) represents the equivalent circuit 
elements of the meanderline grid. 
 
Regarding the equations of the TMM approach, there are only a few changes that need to be 
implemented in order to accurately model reflective meanderline FSS grids. First, it should be 
noted that the amplitude transmission coefficient of Equation 28 will yield an extremely small 
value due to the magnitude of the metallic groundplane‟s refractive index and extinction 
constant, so this parameter can be ignored. Secondly, the matrix that represents the planar 
interface between the dielectric and the groundplane should be the last one accounted for, such 
that the total system matrix of a single meanderline layer with a dielectric cavity above 
groundplane is set up exactly like Equation 25. In this instance, the admittance Y0 should be 
replaced with YGND, the equivalent optical admittance of the metal that constitutes the 
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groundplane. The rest of the formulas, specifically Equations 31 through 34, can therefore 
substitute in for the appropriate reflection quantities, such that τ→Γ and T→R. Nothing else 
requires any further alterations, and the TMM method and admittance extraction procedure 
should work exactly as prescribed. 
 
2.2 Electromagnetic Modeling and Design of Semi-Infinite Planar Periodic Structures Using the 
Finite Element Method with Floquet Ports 
 Periodic and multilayered structures have been frequently scrutinized for implementation 
in computational electromagnetics [111–114]. The actual problem itself represents an interesting 
dilemma that can be tackled in various ways, such as the periodic method of moments (PMM), 
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, finite element method (FEM), spectral domain 
techniques, and so on [111]. In all cases, the fundamental goal is to replicate the results of 
scattering experiments by constructing a model that is as physically accurate as possible. Thus, 
we shall discuss in this section our use of ANSYS High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) 
software package, which uses the FEM to simulate the electromagnetic response from a variety 
of structures and systems [112–114]. 
 
2.2.1 Basic Principles of the Finite Element Method 
 Maxwell‟s equations for electromagnetic fields describe the field and current 
distributions of a given system as continuous variables, whether or not the equations themselves 
are written in differential or integral forms. Since modern computers do not have infinite storage 
capacities, electromagnetic computations must discretize the system and the equations under 
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consideration. This means that Maxwell‟s equations must be written in finite difference notation, 
or as a finite sum if dealing with the integral formalism [111]. The discretization of Maxwell‟s 
equations is actually a discretization of the three-dimensional solution space, so the structure 
under analysis can be segmented into finite elements that represent a volumetric mesh of the 
complete material system. For example, the mesh of a meanderline unit cell from HFSS is shown 
in Figure 15. 
 
Figure 15: Three-dimensional tetrahedral mesh of a unit meanderline element. 
 
In order to achieve suitable accuracy, the volume mesh elements must be small enough at the 
given simulation wavelength so that a near-homogeneous and continuous field solution is 
obtained. With HFSS, the accuracy can be adjusted to adhere to certain convergence criteria of 
the output scattering parameters. However, this can only be done at a single design frequency, 
since a) the volumetric mesh can only be made once for any given model, unless excess memory 
and hard disk space is available for each requested frequency in the simulation, and b) the mesh 
is frequency-dependent, since the discretized elements depend upon the design wavelength and 
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the material properties at that frequency. Thus, when sweeping over a given frequency spectrum, 
the highest frequency is usually selected as the corresponding mesh frequency, which results in 
the smallest volume mesh elements and the best accuracy available. This avoids many potential 
pitfalls, such as meshing at the wrong frequency or not accounting for material dispersion when 
creating the mesh. 
 The three-dimensional mesh in HFSS is formed by an adaptive process that segments 
each structure into discrete tetrahedral elements, as seen in Figure 15. After the mesh is 
constructed, it is only a matter of solving for the fields at each vertex or node of the tetrahedral 
element. The standard procedure that the FEM implements in its solution process is anything but 
straight-forward, since a complicated interpolation scheme is used to average the fields between 
nodal segments. Nonetheless, we can generalize the methodology by assuming that any field 
solution can be acquired by solving for the characteristic operator equation 
  gL , (37) 
where Φ represents the desired field quantity, L is the spatial operator, and g is the source 
function [111]. In Equation 37, any field expression can be inserted for Φ depending upon what 
needs to be solved for and what methods are used to achieve the end result. For instance, Φ could 
be the scalar potential that is solved using Laplace‟s equation, where L would be the Laplacian 
operator. On the other hand, Φ could be interpreted as a direct field quantity, such as Ex, that 
would be obtained by evaluating Helmholtz‟s wave equation, where the spatial field operator 
would be written as 
  22 kL . (38) 
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In either case, the primary objective of the FEM is to solve the respective operator equation by 
minimizing the residue functional 
  gLI ,2,)( , (39) 
which, in the case of the Helmholtz wave equation, can be written as 






where the triple integral is taken over the volume of the discretized element [111]. From here 
onwards, the procedure would entail the discretization of the volume integral with the differential 
operator , which allows for Equation 40 to be put into matrix notation. Therefore, the field 
quantity Φ would be solved as a three-dimensional matrix array subject to the appropriate 
boundary conditions of the system. Such boundary conditions are given by Maxwell‟s equations, 
and by the periodicity of the meanderline FSS grid array. The periodical nature of the 
meanderline elements allows us to simplify the analysis of the structure by reducing the 
computational volume to the smallest rectangular unit cell. This unit cell is depicted with 




















Figure 16: Unit cell and corresponding dimensional parameters of a meanderline FSS. 
 
Although HFSS can effectively model the scattering of waves from a semi-infinite FSS array 
using a wide variety of technical approaches, the most accurate method is to utilize the periodic 
boundary conditions in concurrence with Floquet port excitations on a single rectangular unit 
cell. These two features go hand-in-hand for emulating the propagation and scattering of waves 
from a periodic structure. 
 
2.2.2 Periodic Boundary Conditions, Mutual Impedance Coupling, and Grating Behavior of 
Semi-Infinite Planar Frequency Selective Surfaces 
 Periodic boundary conditions enforce a certain constraint on the phase of the 
electromagnetic fields that are solved within the finite unit cell volume. Since the FSS layer is 
periodic, we would expect the fields to be similar in amplitude across the surface, apart from a 
phase difference that is given by the cell-to-cell spacing, which is determined by the primitive 






where n and m are real integers. Thus, we can apply the Floquet-Bloch theorem [refs] to the 
optical field of Equation 1 that is evaluated at a certain position on the two-dimensional unit cell 
  )exp()()( dkirEdrE

. (42) 
Since the displacement vector d

 is in the plane of the cell, then the phase term can equate to 
unity when the wavevector k

 is normal to the surface. Therefore, the periodic condition depends 
upon the incident and scattered field orientations, which are specified by the Floquet modes that 
interact with the FSS grid array. 
 The problem of electromagnetic wave scattering from a planar two-dimensional grid 
array is highly reminiscent of similar diffraction phenomena from gratings and other periodical 
structures, such that the behavior is directionally dependent upon the electromagnetic field 
phasing between individual unit cells. Thus, the array periodicity is the main contributor of such 
diffraction effects, since the electromagnetic response achieves a generalized uniformity over the 
entire FSS array with regard to the spatially-varying electric field amplitude, as indicated by 
Equation 42. This uniform response is due to a) the uniformity of illumination, such that each 
unit cell of the array is excited by the same incoming beam of radiation at an arbitrary angle of 
incidence, and b) electromagnetic coupling between array elements, which can be described by 
mutual impedance coupling between the induced surface currents of each unit cell in the semi-
infinite array. Figure 17 illustrates this coupling effect between two neighboring unit cell 




Figure 17: Electric field coupling between two adjacent meanderline elements modeled by HFSS 
 
The mutual impedance approach can be implemented in MoM simulations to extract the values 
of the surface current density elements on a periodic array of scatterers [90–92]. Each element 
experiences mutual impedance effects from the other corresponding elements in the array, along 
with a self-impedance and load impedance that, with the induced current, can be equated to the 
total accumulated voltage between discrete positions along the length of the scattering elements. 
































where the subscripts Nk1  dictate the order of elements in an array that has N total elements 
(or N total unit cells), LkZ  is the load impedance of the k
th
 element in the array, and kkZ ,  is the 
self-impedance of that same element [90]. The mutual impedances knZ ,  are governed by the 




 elements, such that the total voltage acquired 
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over a single element is determined from the sum of all respective mutual impedances and 
associated currents on each unit cell, along with the self and load impedances of the original 
scatterer. The coefficient knZ ,  can therefore be thought of as a measure of electrical coupling 




 cells. Ultimately, the current and field distributions can be solved 
for by inverting the impedance matrix, which results in a single column vector of current 
densities for each k
th
 unit cell. However, the condition defined by the Floquet-Bloch theorem of 
Equation 42 places a restriction on the electric field of each unit cell, which must maintain 
periodicity in order to satisfy the equivalent boundary condition. Thus, the solution for the 
current densities of Equation 43 must also abide by Equation 42, and hence achieve a uniform 
distribution over the surface of the FSS array with an additional phase factor that implicates 
dependence upon the directional scattering behavior with regard to the array periodicity. This is 
equivalent to saying that the amplitude of the current density on each unit cell, given as kI , is 
the same across the entire array apart from the periodical phase term, which is dependent upon 
the unit cell spacing and the direction of the incident and scattered fields. Therefore, the quasi-
homogeneous array response and the equivalent diffraction grating behavior are both due to the 
semi-infinite periodic nature of the FSS grid. The scattering orders, both evanescent and 
propagating, are determined from the array periodicity and the Floquet modes, which are 




2.2.3 Floquet Modes and Polarization-Dependent Scattering Parameters 
 Floquet modes can be described as an arbitrary field distribution specified by an angular 
spectrum of plane waves, as in Equation 1. However, the fundamental difference in this case is 
that a) the Floquet fields obey Equation 42, which ensures periodicity, and b) there are two 
distinct polarization modes defined at the port terminations that correspond to the primitive 
lattice vectors of Equation 41. Therefore, the fundamental modes of the excited and scattered 
fields would be the TE and TM polarizations, which are virtually identical to the capacitive and 
inductive field modes of the equivalent meanderline FSS circuit. HFSS uses a mathematical 
construction that defines the Floquet modes for a given scan direction, which is specified by the 
specular reflection from the surface of the FSS array. The scan direction unit vector is given as 
  )cos,sinsin,cos(sinˆ ssssssr , (44) 
where s  and s  are the scanning angles defined under the generalized coordinate system. 
These angles are implemented in the phasing of the electromagnetic waves between periodic 
boundaries, which makes sense since sr̂  defines the direction of k

 with regard to the periodicity 




, the electric fields of the TE and 















































nm . (48) 
In the above formulas, a and b are the magnitudes of the primitive lattice vectors, α is the angle 


























where m and n are integers that indicate field scattering due to the grating periodicity of the FSS 
surface, and 20k . It should be noted that the ))(exp( zkti z  term is factored out of 
Equations 47 and 48 for simplicity. Furthermore, because of the rectangular nature of the unit 





, respectively, which makes α equal to 90°. Finally, the wavevector component in the ẑ  
direction is written as 
  )( 2220 yxrrz kkkk . (51) 
For each of the TE and TM modes in Equations 45 and 46, there is a subset of modes given by 
the coefficients m and n that define the direction of the scattered field, which is either specular or 
diffuse. The specular direction, which is obtained when both m and n are set to 0, is always 
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present as a propagating mode, unless planar boundary conditions dictate otherwise [90–92,115]. 
The other scattering directions, i.e. when m and n are non-zero integers, can be either 
propagating or evanescent depending on the value of zk . The evanescent modes occur when the 
in-plane wavevector is larger than that of free-space, so the ẑ  component becomes imaginary, 
which attenuates the field in the direction of propagation. Figure 18 illustrates the regimes of 
propagating and evanescent fields within the framework of the scattering problem from a two-






Figure 18: Representation of diffraction by an array of arbitrary scatterers. The subscripts for the 





, and so on. The wave component tangential to the interface kn is a higher-order evanescent 
mode that travels along the interface of the scattering array. 
 
As far as numerical simulations are concerned, we are only interested in the field modes that are 
not attenuated and actually contribute to the field distribution in the Fraunhofer zone. Thus, since 
the magnitudes of the primitive lattice vectors of a meanderline FSS array are, by definition, 
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subwavelength in dimension, the ẑ component of the wavevector would be imaginary for any 
pair of m,n that is not equal to 0. Hence, the specular components are the only remaining modes 
that do not exhibit any discernable attenuation. Although there is the option to include additional 
modes that exhibit attenuation in HFSS, these are mostly truncated and do not contribute to the 
polarization signal in the far-field regime [92,115]. Figure 19 shows the unit volume cell in 
HFSS with the prescribed periodic boundary conditions, which are enforced via „master‟ and 
„slave‟ boundaries, and the Floquet port excitations that govern the directionality of the specular 














Figure 19: Unit volume cell constructed in HFSS for simulation of a planar periodic meanderline 
grid array. The angle of incidence θinc prescribes the phasing between boundaries and scattered 




 Floquet ports can serve as both receivers and emitters; the fundamental Floquet TE and 
TM modes can be defined at the boundaries of the port termination, which can also read the 
scattered amplitude and phase information from the Floquet modes that originate from the same 
or opposite Floquet port. Thus, a list of generated scattering parameters can be acquired from 
each port and field mode, which correspond to the conventional S-parameters [107] but with 
additional polarization information. As long as the field modes are kept consistent, the modal 
scattering parameters can determine any desired spectral behavior, such as average transmission 
(Equation 34), differential phase shift (Equation 31), or even the Stokes parameters of the 
scattered field. This is a powerful tool that will be utilized throughout all numerical computations 
within HFSS. The following figure contains a snapshot of the S-parameter matrix that is the 
result from a two-port simulation of a meanderline FSS. 
 





2.2.4 Material Properties in Electromagnetic Simulations 
 Numerical models are only as good as the data and information that is inserted into the 
simulation. Therefore, in order to obtain valid numerical data for a broad range of wavelengths, 
the appropriate frequency-dependent material constants should be entered so that dispersion is 
accounted for. In the IR spectrum, we measure the optical properties using a technique called 
variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (IR-VASE). This is a non-destructive automated 
broadband measurement that obtains the complex index of refraction for a variety of thin film 
materials, including metals, dielectrics, and semiconductors to name a few [8,9,116]. In HFSS, 
the material properties have to be converted into the complex permittivity function, which is 
given as 
  nkikni rrr 2
22 . (52) 
For dielectrics, the permittivity can be simply defined as the real part r  along with the loss 









loss . (53) 
Conductors are normally written in terms of the material‟s DC conductivity, which is another 




rrrr ii , (54) 
where  is the angular frequency, and 0  is the permittivity of free space [2,3,14]. Thus, we can 
express the dynamic conductivity in terms of the retrieved optical constants: 
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  02nkDC . (55) 
With the measured material parameters inserted into HFSS, we can tailor the design of the 
periodic structure so that the desired yet realistic spectral behavior is achieved. Note that the 
magnetic permeability r  is not mentioned here, since most dielectric and metal films are non-
magnetic, and thus retain a value of unity for r . 
 
2.2.5 Example of Design Procedure of Multilayer Meanderline QWPs Using the Finite Element 
Method in ANSYS HFSS 
 The remaining details of the current section shall attempt to describe the process of 
designing and optimizing a transmissive multilayer meanderline wave retarder so that achromatic 
QWP behavior and a high degree of throughput are obtained. Initially, we constrain the unit cell 
dimensions in Figure 16 to subwavelength values, so that grating lobes do not appear for oblique 
incident angles up to the specified F/# of the impinging focused beam. Therefore, the largest 
cellular dimensions given by DX and DY should result in an undefined value when plugged into 
the grating equation 
  mineff am sinsin , (56) 
where a is the largest dimension of the unit cell [7]. Additionally, the cell-to-cell spacing must 
also avoid the occurrence of grating-coupled plasmon modes, which assist in the attenuation of 






sin , (57) 
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where m  and d  are electrical permittivities of the metal FSS and dielectric surroundings, and 
m is the grating order of the periodic FSS array [26,117]. As long as the largest periodicity 
dimension corresponding to a is kept small enough, the plasmonic excitations should be 
relegated to wavelengths far below the domain of interest. Given these constraints, the 
dimensional parameters of the meanderline structure can then be modified so that the transmitted 
scattering coefficients of HFSS result in a π/2 differential phase shift as required by Equation 31. 
The linewidths, metal thickness, and array spacings can be iteratively adjusted for each 
meanderline layer until this criterion is satisfied. For the multilayer structures, the thickness of 
each dielectric standoff layer is initially defined as λ0/4n, where n is the refractive index of the 
interstitial polymer layer. After refinement of the array dimensions, the effective meanderline 
admittances are extracted using the retrieval process outlined in the previous section. The 
complex amplitude reflection coefficients for both TE and TM polarizations are then calculated 
with Equation 27 over a wide range of thicknesses for the dielectric standoff layers. This 
procedure has to be performed once for each standoff layer in the model. Ultimately, the desired 
thicknesses of the standoff layers can be found when the absolute value of the complex reflection 
coefficient reaches an average minimum between the TE and TM polarizations. This can be seen 
in Figure 21, which displays the optimization of the mean reflection coefficient by varying the 




Figure 21: Optimization of a 2-layer meanderline structure by sweeping the interlayer dielectric 
thickness, which results in an averaged minimum for the reflection coefficient computed by the 
TMM approach. 
 
The optimum thicknesses can then be inserted into the full-wave solver, which requires a slight 
adjustment to the meanderline array dimensions so that the optimal phase shift and power 
transmission response is acquired. Thus, the hybrid approach of using TMM to assist in 
calculations with ANSYS HFSS is a unique tool that is able to produce an admittance-matched 
multilayer meanderline FSS that replicates achromatic QWP behavior and retains a high degree 
of power transmittance throughput. 
 
2.3 Fabrication, Testing, and Characterization of Phase Shifting Meanderline Arrays 
 Even though computational electromagnetics has progressed to the point of providing 
unparalleled accuracy, fabrication and testing are still required for experimental verification of 
the simulated response. Furthermore, one must account for realistic manufacturing effects in the 
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design of multilayer planar periodic FSSs, which makes fabrication and characterization 
indispensible assets for engineering and device optimization of such structures. The current 
section will discuss the details relating to testing and fabrication of multilayer planar periodic 
meanderline grid arrays for the thermal IR regime. 
 
2.3.1 Electron-Beam Lithography Process and Materials 
 The manufacture of subwavelength materials for IR and visible applications has been 
enabled by the ability to pattern features and structures on a submicron scale. In the realm of 
micro and nanofabrication, there are several methods and techniques that can be utilized for the 
production of subwavelength features, such as optical lithography, wafer stepping, electron-beam 
(e-beam) lithography, nano-imprint lithography, focused ion beam (FIB) milling, and 
holographic laser exposure, to name a few [26,47,118]. Multilayer planar periodic structures can 
be fabricated by any of the aforementioned processes due to the simple planar construction of the 
FSS array. Ultimately, e-beam lithography was implemented as the method of choice due to the 
flexibility of being able to fabricate any prototype two-dimensional planar array design over the 
entire surface area of a substrate. 
 This section shall be dedicated to exploring the fundamentals of e-beam lithography 
process and materials that are used in the fabrication of meanderline retarders. Although each 
step will be explained in detail, an actual list of process notes for the respective materials can be 
found in the Appendix section of this dissertation. The unique nature of a few particular 
materials warrants the inclusion of an Appendix that is strictly devoted to listing the exact 
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fabrication steps that were employed, especially if such materials are to be used again in future 
multilayered planar periodic devices. 
 E-beam lithography consists of exposing an electron-sensitive resist to a focused beam of 
electrons that, when developed, forms a subwavelength pattern comprised of nanoscale features. 
The resist that is exposed can either be positive or negative-tone, depending upon the features 
and their relative size that is required by the original design of the planar FSS structure. Similar 
to positive and negative photographic exposure, a positive-tone resist forms trenches after 
development, whereas a negative resist cross-links polymer chains so that a free-standing 
dielectric is left behind. This difference between resist tonalities is depicted in Figure 22. 
a) b)
 
Figure 22: Electron beam exposure and resulting development of a) negative-tone resist, and b) 
positive-tone resist. 
 
Although negative-tone resist is useful in certain circumstances that require free-standing 
dielectrics or large areas of unexposed resist, which can be metalized later on, positive-tone resist 
is more versatile in forming extremely narrow trenches that can be metalized into the thinnest 
possible linewidths, which is essential for specific FSS array designs and planar IR antennas 
[118–120]. Therefore, the rest of the fabrication processes described in this section and in the 
Appendix assumes the use of ZEP 520-A7 thinned positive-tone e-beam resist, which can be 
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exposed down to a lower resolution limit of 20 nm by the Leica EBPG 5000+ system [118]. A 
picture of this e-beam lithography system can be found in the following figure. 
 
Figure 23: Leica EBPG 5000+ system at CREOL. 
 
 The generalized fabrication routine of a given multilayer planar periodic FSS structure 
can be summarized in a series of steps that encompasses the entire process from inception to 
finalized device. As depicted in Figure 24, this usually starts with the direct patterning of 
subwavelength structures on the material substrate of choice, which is selected for its optical 
properties and its compatibility with device fabrication procedures. After a thorough cleaning of 
the substrate, either by spin-cleaning with dispensed solvents or by plasma etch descum, the 
positive-tone ZEP e-beam resist is spun onto the substrate wafer so that a uniform coating is 
obtained. The resist is then baked at a high enough temperature for a prolonged period so that all 
remaining solvents are evaporated from the dielectric. This prevents potential outgassing of 
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harmful solvents and air-borne moisture that would otherwise contaminate the high-vacuum 
systems of the Leica e-beam tool. The wafer coated with ZEP is then exposed by the e-beam 
system with the correct electron energy dosage and beam current that is necessary for exposure 
of appropriately-sized features. After development in a suitable chemical solution, which either 
consists of ZEP developer or high-resolution Amyl Acetate, the developed resist is subjected to 
barrel etching, which removes the remaining particulates that may not have exposed sufficiently 
to be completely removed by the developer. The submicron pattern is then metalized by either e-
beam or thermal evaporation of the required metals, which are directly deposited into the 
trenches of the developed resist. Finally, the undeveloped resist, along with the excess metal, is 
lifted off from the substrate under sonic agitation while immersed in a solution of N-
Dimethylacetamide, which is an aggressive solvent that specifically targets undeveloped ZEP 
resist for complete dissolution. At this point, the first layer of a planar FSS device would be 
completed, although a multilayer structure would require additional steps to complete fabrication 
on the dielectric layers stratified above the substrate. The initial dielectric layer, deposited either 
by spin-coating or thermal evaporation methods, usually requires the application of a precursor 
adhesion layer, such that the dielectric does not peel off from the substrate under subsequent 
processing. From here onwards, the fabrication routine becomes iterative, as the steps relating to 
e-beam lithographic exposure, development, metallization, and lift-off follow exactly as before. 
Additional dielectric films may be deposited and fabricated upon once processing is completed 














Figure 24: Process steps for fabrication of a 2-layer structure. Steps 1) through 6) detail the e-
beam exposure, development, metallization, and liftoff of positive-tone ZEP resist. In step 7), a 
dielectric cavity with adhesion layer is deposited. Steps 2) though 6) are repeated for the 2
nd
 
layer. If more layers are required, repeat steps 7) through 12) iteratively. 
 
 Although the above process is sufficient for most materials, some alterations need to be 
introduced for particular substrates that do not naturally allow for high-resolution e-beam 
lithography. Such substrates would be classified under dielectric insulators, which build up 
excess charge when bombarded with a steady beam of impinging electrons [14,118]. The excess 
charging can over-expose resist, which leads to the development of features that are either over-
enlarged or completely washed out. To counter this, the e-beam resist can be coated with a thin 
conducting layer of metal, such as nickel (Ni), or thin layer of conductive polymer, which is 
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labeled as AquaSave by Mitsubishi Corporation. Such materials enable the precise exposure of 
the correct structural linewidths while conducting the excess electrons away from the e-beam 
resist. The deposition of the thin metal layer or conductive polymer is usually applied directly 
after the spin-coating and solvent baking of ZEP resist, as shown in the following figure. Other 
fabrication procedures are not affected by the introduction of e-beam lithography assistive 
materials, which can be simply peeled off in the case of the thin metal layer, or be washed away 
by deionized water in the case of the conductive polymer. 
1) 2) 3)
 
Figure 25: Covering ZEP resist with conductive thin film of metal or polymer (step 3) 
immediately after deposition and curing of resist (step 2). 
 
The aforementioned methods can also be conveniently applied to stratified dielectric films that 
are susceptible to excess electron charging and exposure. Additional fabrication steps, such as 
the deposition of a continuous metallic groundplane, may be a necessary inclusion for devices 
that operate in reflection. Otherwise, the finished structure can be tested and characterized for 
evaluation of its power throughput and polarization spectrum. 
 
2.3.2 Infrared Spectroscopic Ellipsometry 
 Spectroscopic ellipsometry refers to a unique measurement technique and associated 
apparatus that is able to quantify the change in polarization upon reflection or transmission from 
a multilayered dielectric structure [8,9,116]. Ellipsometry measurement is most often performed 
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with an assembly of polarization optics, detectors, and sources, which are collectively described 
as an ellipsometer. As an example, the aforementioned IR-VASE ellipsometer, shown on Figure 
26, can extract polarization and power throughput metrics from 2 μm to 30 μm due to its 






Figure 26: IR-VASE apparatus with preset coordinate system. 
 
The change in polarization is interpreted from a measured deviation in reflected or transmitted 
intensity. Directly after the source, a polarization state generator (PSG) orients specific optical 
polarization components to produce a known and calibrated state of polarization, which is fed 
into the computer control system. The state of polarization that exits the material system can be 
acquired by evaluating the ratio of power throughput coefficients in the TE and TM coordinate 
directions, which are shown on the above figure. For example, the polarimetric constants δ and ψ 
that define the polarization ellipse can be deduced from the ratio of reflected TE and TM power 
coefficients 
  TMTE RRi )exp()tan( . (58) 
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Similar measurements can also be obtained in transmission. With the output state of polarization 
readily available by the aforesaid methods, the change in polarization can be detected by the 
polarization state analyzer (PSA) that is situated in front of the broadband IR detector array. This 
provides a unique capability that, when implemented at certain angles of incidence in reflection, 
can supply sufficient data to retrieve the optical constants and thickness of dielectric films and 
substrates over the operational band of the IR-VASE [116]. Such a method is made possible by 
internal calculations that determine the necessary material properties and layer thickness that 
would result in the measured Fresnel reflection coefficients and polarimetric quantities. This 
defines the fundamental principle of spectroscopic ellipsometry, which is able to deduce the 
refractive index and thickness of a whole host of materials over the IR spectrum, from dielectrics 
and metals to semiconductors and birefringent films [8,9]. 
 The IR-VASE system is not only useful for determining optical constant and thickness 
data; it can also directly acquire the state of polarization that is transformed by a subwavelength 
meanderline retarder. The retrieved polarization metrics δ and ψ exactly correspond to the 
differential phase shift and auxiliary angle of Equations 31 and 33, which can be directly inserted 
into Equation 32 for accurate assessment of the axial ratio. Thus, the polarimetric performance of 
a multilayer meanderline structure can be attained from direct measurements of quantities that 
exactly prescribe the polarization ellipse, as was observed in Section 1.1. 
 The same IR-VASE system can also be used to perform a power transmission or 
reflection scan for each multilayer meanderline retarder under test. This measurement collects 
the power transmission or reflection coefficients listed in Equations 29 and 30 for both TE and 
TM polarization states. The pre-set coordinate system on the IR ellipsometer, which is shown on 
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Figure 26, facilitates alignment and subsequent measurements so that each orthogonal state of 
polarization directly corresponds to the TE and TM modes of the meanderline polarizer under 
test. Since the power transmission/reflection and spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements are 
completely automated, the meanderline polarizer has to be aligned to this coordinate system so 
that accurate readings can be acquired for the polarimetric quantities ψ, δ and the power 
throughput coefficients. It should be noted that, because of the bulky size of the detector 
assembly, the minimum angle for reflection measurements is affixed at 25° to avoid a potentially 
hazardous collision between the source and detector housings. 
 
2.3.3 Single-Wavelength Testing at 10.6 μm 
 Single-wavelength characterization of device performance can often serve as a decent 
validation of measurements that were acquired by other methods, such as spectroscopic 
ellipsometry. In order to compare and contrast polarimetric and power throughput metrics, a 
simple system setup was constructed to verify the results from a set of transmissive meanderline 
retarders at the CO2 lasing wavelength of 10.6 μm. Figure 27 shows a picture of the laser that 




Figure 27: Picture of CO2 laser system from Access Laser Co. 
 
The polarization characteristics of the transmitted beam were acquired by intensity-based 
measurements of the Stokes vector coefficients. Recall that Figure 2 and Equations 8 through 11 
detail the setup and process of obtaining the Stokes parameters of a randomly polarized beam 
that impinges upon the polarization analysis optics of the system. The only difference in the 
setup that was implemented is that the meanderline QWP device under test (DUT) was inserted 
just before the analyzing QWP, and was preceded by a linear polarizer so that CP could be 
obtained upon transmission. This modified setup is depicted by the following figure. 
 
Figure 28: Single-wavelength measurement of Stokes parameters with a 10.6 μm CO2 laser. Note 
that S0 through S2 are measured with only the detector (DET) and linear polarizer (LP) in front of 




For comparison purposes, the Stokes parameters of Equation 6 can be re-written in terms of the 
output polarimetric quantities of the polarization ellipse, which are directly measured by the IR-
















S . (59) 
Once the Stokes coefficients are obtained via the six required measurements detailed in 
Equations 8 through 11, the polarization ellipse parameters immediately follow suit, since the 
differential phase shift and axial ratio are directly defined by the measured values of δ and ψ. 
Thus, the Stokes vector measurement with a 10.6 μm laser results in the same polarimetry 
information as the ellipsometer, only that the IR-VASE collects the signal from a broad spectrum 
of  thermal IR radiation that passes through the DUT. 
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CHAPTER 3: MEASURED AND SIMULATED RESULTS FROM 
MULTILAYER INFRARED MEANDERLINE RETARDERS 
3.1 Transmissive Achromatic Meanderline Waveplates 
 In this section, we shall present the numerical and experimental findings concerning 
transmissive multilayer meanderline retarders in a semi-chronological order, such that the 
evolution and advancement of the design, modeling, and fabrication process is documented in 
sufficient detail. Additional measurements pertinent to real-world applications of multilayer 
meanderline QWPs will also be demonstrated. The first batch of results, presented in Sections 
3.1.1 and 3.1.2, demonstrate the capability of HFSS to accurately replicate the experimental data 
obtained from spectroscopic ellipsometry of achromatic multilayer meanderline retarders over a 
given IR waveband. Following these preliminary assessments, a comparative study between 1-
layer, 2-layer, and 3-layer meanderline QWPs at 10.6 μm shall be presented in Section 3.1.3 in 
order to gauge which multilayer design exhibits the best transmission throughput, and if any 
improvement in the design yields optimum power throughput values similar to that of form-
birefringent retarders. Regarding the aforementioned multilayer study, Section 3.1.4 contains 
numerical and experimental data of a 2-layer meanderline QWP that was specifically designed to 
achieve greater than 70% power throughput. Finally, Section 3.1.5 will present angle-dependent 
polarization and power transmission data over the LWIR spectrum from a 2-layer meanderline 
QWP, from a crystalline QWP designed for 9.55 μm, and from a form-birefringent retarder that 
was designed and simulated in HFSS. The acquisition of data over a half-angle of an F/1 cone 
represents a realistic imaging scenario that is typically encountered in a thermal polarimetry 
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system. This provides a suitable comparison benchmark between application performance of 
multilayer meanderline QWPs, crystalline QWPs, and numerical data associated with form-
birefringent retarders. 
 
3.1.1 Single-Layer Test Structure for the Mid-Wave Infrared 
 The first line of inquiry begins with comparing the spectral transmission and polarimetric 
quantities between results obtained from HFSS computations and IR-VASE measurements. 
Initially, a single meanderline layer was fabricated upon an insulating fused silica substrate with 
gold elements as the conducting circuit material. A listing of dimensions, corresponding to 
Figure 16, and particular fabrication materials are included on Table 2 below. The following 
figure depicts the layer stack configuration and relevant materials, as well as an appended SEM 
image of the structure. 
 
Table 2: Materials and dimensions (in μm) for single-layer retarder designed for MWIR 
operation. 
Dimensions lw1  lw2  lw3  DX  DY  pw  ph  
 0.26  0.26   0.26 0.8  1.35  0.4  0.5  
Materials substrate metals      






Figure 29: Schematic of single-layer meanderline retarder for MWIR and corresponding SEM 
micrograph. 
 
The particular design goal was for the single layer to achieve around 45° phase shift in the 
MWIR band, such that a dual-layer combination would yield approximately 90° (or π/2) 
retardance with the correct interstitial dielectric layer thickness. Figure 30 shows the 
experimental phase shift δ from the IR-VASE apparatus and the computational results from 
HFSS for the single-layer MWIR retarder on fused silica. Note the astonishing level of 




Figure 30: Simulated and measured data for the phase shift from the single-layer meanderline 
retarder in the MWIR. 
 
3.1.2 Dual-Layer Meanderline QWP for the Long-Wave Infrared 
 Having achieved a suitable correspondence between numerical and experimental data in 
the MWIR, a dual-layer meanderline retarder was then designed and fabricated for QWP 
operation in the LWIR. The structural dimensions and material parameters are given in Table 3, 
with the subsequent figure depicting the multilayer configuration along with a corresponding 
SEM image from one of the layers. 
 
Table 3: Materials and dimensions (in μm) for dual-layer retarder designed for LWIR operation. 
Dimensions lw1  lw2  lw3  DX  DY  pw  ph  t1  
 0.52  0.52   0.52 2  2.8  1  0.9  0.64 
Materials substrate dielectric metals      






Figure 31: Schematic of dual-layer meanderline retarder for the LWIR and corresponding SEM 
micrograph of one of the layers. 
 
The choice of dielectric substrate for the LWIR spectrum merits consideration, since barium 
fluoride (BaF2) exhibits a high degree of broadband transmittance throughout the MWIR and 
LWIR bands [14,15]. However, it is somewhat difficult to work with, seeing as the BaF2 
substrate surface can easily scratch, and especially since the material is susceptible to thermal 
shock [15,118]. For these reasons, fused silica was employed in the MWIR, although it does 
exhibit strong attenuation beyond 5 μm wavelength [15], so it cannot be used as a transmissive 
substrate in the LWIR regime. Therefore, because of the relatively low optical density of BaF2, it 
is the best choice for obtaining over 90% spectral power transmission in the LWIR without 
having to resort to multilayer anti-reflection (AR) coatings. Likewise, the interlayer dielectric 
polymer benzocyclobutene (BCB) is highly transmissive and exhibits a low refractive index 
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[116,118,121] much like BaF2, which allows for multilayer admittance matching via the TMM 
algorithm. Still, there are some absorption peaks in the LWIR that correspond to phonon modes 
of the BCB polymer [116], which can actually be deciphered from both the spectral transmission 
and retardance data. 
 
Figure 32: Simulated and measured data for the phase shift from the dual-layer meanderline 
retarder in the LWIR. 
 
 
Figure 33: Simulated and measured data for the transmittance from the dual-layer meanderline 




From the two preceding figures, we can deduce the importance of including realistic dispersive 
optical constants of materials in numerical full-wave simulations. Not only does the spectral 
power transmission correspond to the BCB absorption resonances, but the differential phase shift 
dips slightly at these locations, most likely due to the separate absorption magnitudes of the 
anisotropic surface current densities and field distributions at the material interface. Thus, the 
computational scattering parameters from HFSS crucially depend upon the validity of the 
material parameters that are inserted into the model, especially if real-world behavior is desired. 
Hence, while optimizing the structure, one could compensate for such characteristics even before 
the device is fabricated and tested. This capability is indispensible for meeting particular design 
criteria for multilayer meanderline QWPs. 
 
3.1.3 Comparative Study Between 1-Layer, 2-Layer, and 3-Layer Meanderline QWPs at 10.6 μm 
 With regard to Figure 32, we have already obtained suitable achromatic QWP 
performance, but the average transmittance throughput leaves much to be desired. Therefore, we 
seek to compensate for the power transmission by adjusting meanderline array parameters and 
the interlayer dielectric cavity thickness so that a reasonable balance between 90° phase 
retardance and maximum power throughput is achieved. To this end, three separate multilayer 
meanderline structures were fabricated on BaF2 substrates to test not only the capabilities of the 
TMM approach for optimizing and computing transmittance, but to also gauge the performance 
between 1-layer, 2-layer, and 3-layer structures so that the best admittance-matched device could 
be elected based upon the initial criteria. The wavelength of operation was chosen at 10.6 μm, 
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which is a common lasing wavelength in the thermal IR spectrum [122]. The resulting designs 
and material selections for the multilayer meanderline polarizers are indicated on the following 
table. Note that all of these parameters are designed with the intention of achieving QWP 
operation from each respective multilayer retarder. 
 
Table 4: Materials and dimensions (in μm) for multilayered retarders designed for QWP behavior 
at 10.6 μm wavelength. 
Dimensions lw1  lw2  lw3  DX  DY  pw  ph  t1  t2  
1-layer  0.45  0.8  0.45  2  1.7  1  1.1    
2-layer  0.4  0.4  0.4  2  2.7  1  1.1  1.5   
3-layer  0.2  0.2  0.2  2  2.75  1  1.1  1.13  1.3  
Materials substrate dielectric metals       
 BaF2 BCB Al       
 
 
The following figure depicts the layer stackup information for each multilayer meanderline 











Figure 34: Multilayer configuration and SEM images for the three QWPs designed for 10.6 μm. 
 
In order to benchmark the performance between each of the multilayered meanderline retarders, 
the axial ratio (Equation 32), the differential phase shift (Equation 31), and the total power 
transmission (Equation 34) will be presented. Table 5 summarizes these results for both the 
numerical and experimental data at 10.6 μm under normal incident illumination. It should be 
mentioned that the measured results consists of data collected from the IR-VASE system, and 
also from readings taken from manual Stokes parameter measurements with a 10.6 μm CO2 laser 
(refer to Figures 27 and 28). Since the design criteria calls for QWP behavior at 10.6 μm, the 








Table 5: Numerical and experimental results for the multilayer meanderline QWP study at 10.6 
μm. 
 δ  AR  Ttotal  
1-layer QWP     
IR-VASE 77.79°±.678°  1.972±.0103  36.84% ±.37% 
10.6 μm laser 73.72°±7.02° 1.975±.12 34.37%±3.26% 
Ansoft HFSS  81.02°  1.604  39.43%  
TMM  96.95°  1.998  39.41%  
2-layer QWP     
IR-VASE 86.51°±.909°  1.206±.006  65.81%±.652%  
10.6 μm laser 86.67°±2.38° 1.288±.125 65.14%±1.78% 
Ansoft HFSS  89.37°  1.226  67.89%  
TMM  92.65°  1.375  68.50%  
3-layer QWP     
IR-VASE 83.38°±.753°  1.253±.008  58.09%±.783%  
10.6 μm laser 82.19°±.684° 1.209±.024 59.72%±.059% 
Ansoft HFSS  82.18°  1.259  59.41%  
TMM  82.25°  1.372  60.53%  
 
 
Most of the numerical results, from the HFSS model and from the wave TMM approach, agree 
very well with the corresponding experimental data. However, the axial ratio of the single-layer 
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meanderline polarizer predicted by HFSS shows some discrepancy, as compared to the measured 
value. This could be attributed to structural non-idealities that occurred during fabrication, such 
as over-exposure of the critical linewidths, or surface roughness upon the metallic Al 
meanderline elements. Additionally, the predicted phase shift given by the TMM model deviates 
by about 15% from the expected measured value for the single-layer meanderline retarder. Recall 
that the TMM algorithm uses the complex amplitude reflection coefficient to solve for the 
equivalent surface admittance of a given meanderline surface discontinuity. When calculating the 
equivalent parameters for a meanderline layer with a high proportion of metal, the reflection 
coefficient only registers the properties of a highly-reflective surface. Thus, certain information 
from a highly-reflective meanderline surface does not get imparted to the reflection coefficient, 
such as the absorption loss that occurs upon transmission through the meanderline layer. 
Therefore, the predicted phase shift from the TMM model for a single layer meanderline QWP 
does not account for the ohmic losses [104] from within the metallic elements, which duly affect 
the polarimetric quantities that are predicted by full-wave HFSS simulations. However, for 
meanderline structures with more than a single layer, the TMM model increases in accuracy, 
since the magnitude of absorption loss decreases along with the metal fill factor for a single layer 
embedded in a multilayer stack. 
 With regard to the fill factor of the meanderline layers, it is interesting to note that, in 
order to obtain QWP behavior for all three multilayered devices, there are certain constraints on 
the circuit-element dimensions that were set during the design phase, which not only affect the 
polarimetric behavior, but also the transmission response. One can see that, for an N-layered 
meanderline QWP, the accumulated phase shift can be distributed between each successive layer, 
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such that each layer contributes π/2N phase shift. Accordingly, the dimensions of the 
meanderline elements required to produce such distributed phase shifts can be subsequently 
relaxed as the number of layers N increases. By this, we mean that the circuit linewidths are able 
to be reduced in dimension, which likewise reduces the magnitude of the inductive and 
capacitive admittance phase offsets [86,92,94–97]. Referring to the SEM images of each 
multilayer structure on Figure 34, we see that this is exactly the case, as the increase in layer 
count allows for the respective circuit linewidths on each layer to decrease in order to maintain 
QWP behavior. However, with the increase in number of layers, one would initially presume that 
the accumulative absorption loss would also increase. From a pure fill-factor standpoint, we find 
that this is not true, since the total percentage of metal in a multilayered QWP stack actually 
decreases with increasing number of meanderline layers. Figure 35 shows the fill-factor-based 
power transmission for a single layer and the corresponding multilayer structure, where the 
transmittance is simply given by 
  NFFT )1( , (60) 
where N is the number of layers, and FF is the metallic fill-factor percentage for a given unit cell 




Figure 35: Fill-factor based transmission through a single layer and a multilayer structure 
designed to give QWP behavior. 
 
Not only do we observe greater transmittance for more layers of a meanderline QWP, but we 
also see that the above formula, simple as it may be, is not a valid criterion for predicting the 
upper limit of power transmission throughput for a multilayered device. Besides not accounting 
for full-wave phenomenon, such as edge diffraction and surface wave scattering, the phase 
information that accumulates between the layers is not accounted for. In our previous treatment 
of the multilayer problem by means of TMM, the spacing, and thus, the phase separation 
between the meanderline layers plays an important role in determining the magnitude of the 
transmission coefficient. Therefore, the neglect of multilayer interference inhibits Equation 60 
from making an accurate prediction for the power transmission throughput, since spatial 
coherence is preserved at length scales that are shorter than the operating wavelength [3,7]. 
However, if we were to separate each individual meanderline layer by hundreds of waves, then 
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with the decrease in coherence, we might see more agreement with the predictions from this 
simple approximation. 
 Selecting the best multilayer polarizer from those listed on Table 5, it is seen that the 2-
layer structure exhibits both the best transmission and polarimetric characteristics of the three 
devices that were fabricated. This result might come as a surprise, since the 3-layer QWP has an 
additional meanderline layer which can match the admittance of the other layers at 10.6 μm, 
thereby resulting in increased potential power transmission. The limitation in this instance is the 
spin-on dielectric BCB that was used for the standoff layers. BCB has significant absorption 
effects in the LWIR band, which are seen in Figure 36. Thus, even though we would expect an 
increase in transmission throughput for the 3-layer structure, propagation through more than 2 
μm of BCB mitigates any gains because of the accumulated absorption loss. 
 




Since the 2-layer structure has 1.5 μm of deposited BCB, it wins outright simply because of 
decreased attenuation of optical transmittance. Alternate solutions for a suitable standoff layer 
have been considered, one possible choice being Yttrium Fluoride (YF3). YF3 is a ceramic 
material and fluoride compound, and is usually deposited via sputtering or evaporation 
[15,123,124]. Its optical properties were measured via IR ellipsometry and are seen in Figure 36. 
This particular material was not included in the current study due to the fact that it is difficult to 
deposit and process, and especially since it is known to contaminate evaporation chambers that 
would otherwise be used for multiple materials and processes. However, it exhibits very low loss 
in the LWIR band, so it would constitute the ideal material candidate for multilayer polarizers, or 
general highly-transmissive metamaterials for the infrared. Figure 37 shows the simulated power 
transmission and differential phase shift response for 2-layer and 3-layer meanderline QWP‟s 
that were designed for a center wavelength of 10.6 μm. The YF3 dielectric material was included 




Figure 37: Simulated a) phase shift and b) power transmission response for 2-layer and 3-layer 
meanderline QWP's with YF3 standoff layers. 
 
Note that the 3-layer polarizer exhibits an increase in peak power transmission over multiple 
wavelengths, since each meanderline layer can match the effective admittance of the other layers 
at more frequency points, similar to a multilayer optical coating [105,106]. Similar gains in the 
power transmission response would also be expected for structures with even more meanderline 
layers. Even so, there may be a practical limit to this extrapolation, since the reduction of circuit 
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linewidths for additional layers might conflict with fabrication tolerances, or might even 
introduce non-ideal skin depth or quantum related effects for extremely thin metal wires [125]. 
Nonetheless, the inclusion of additional meanderline layers provides a design utility that assists 
in increasing the broadband spectral transmission throughput of a multilayer meanderline 
quarter-wave retarder. 
 
3.1.4 Broadband Achromatic Meanderline QWP with Low-Loss Dielectric Standoff Layer 
 We shall now convey the results from a prototype 2-layer meanderline QWP that was 
fabricated on BaF2 with a standoff layer of YF3 dielectric material. Seeing as how the absorption 
loss of BCB severely restricted any further improvement in the spectral power transmission at 
LWIR frequencies, an attempt at using YF3 was initiated to assess the possibility of reaching or 
breaking 70% power throughput. The completed 2-layer structure utilized the same design 
parameters of the corresponding dual-layer device listed on Table 4, only that the thickness of 
the interlayer YF3 cavity was 1.46 μm, which was optimized via the TMM admittance extraction 
process. The following figure illustrates the retrieved phase shift and power throughput 





Figure 38: Comparison between simulated and experimental results for the a) transmittance and 
b) phase shift from a 2-layer QWP with YF3 dielectric cavity material. 
 
Although the measured phase shift is relatively close to the numerically-optimized value, the 
total average power transmission still does not exceed 70%, which somewhat contradicts the 
results from HFSS. This is most likely attributed to the ceramic quality of the YF3 dielectric 
layer, which does not smooth out the features of the underlying meanderline layer. Figure 39 
demonstrates this concept in a comparison between BCB and YF3 depositions. Since BCB is a 
spin-on polymer, the material does not conform to any pre-fabricated shape, thus leveling out 
any features of pre-deposited elements on the preceding interface. 
 




YF3 on the other hand is a rigid ceramic fluoride compound that retains some of the topology of 
the previous layer. Thus, the elements that were patterned and deposited over the YF3 cavity did 
not lie on a perfectly-flat surface, which could have introduced additional loss mechanisms, such 
as increased metal resistivity due to enhanced surface roughness of the meanderline conductors 
[104,126]. Nonetheless, this principle demonstration indicates that fabrication on YF3 is possible, 
and that additional improvements can be had if the YF3 layer is smoothened out, e.g. with 
mechanical polishing or deposition of a thin dielectric layer that removes the topographical 
features [14,121]. In any case, the previous and present sections have demonstrated that the 
power transmission of multilayer meanderline achromatic QWPs can be augmented to compete 
even with the best of the currently available state-of-the art technology [27–35]. 
 
3.1.5 Angular Sensitivity Analysis of Polarization and Transmission Metrics from Crystalline, 
Form-Birefringent, and Meanderline Quarter-Wave Retarders in the LWIR Spectrum 
 In this section, we present a comparative analysis between cadmium sulfide (CdS) 
crystalline, silicon (Si) form-birefringent, and multilayer meanderline QWP technologies in the 
LWIR spectrum. The goal of the study is to verify which QWP component would be most 
appropriate for imaging scenarios, such as in a thermal polarimetry system. To this end, we 
evaluate the polarization and power transmittance metrics over the half-cone angle of an 
impinging F/1 focused beam, which resembles a realistic imaging criterion. Analysis of angle-
dependent metrics will be carried out with dramatic emphasis upon cost-effective performance, 
which limits the technological alternatives to those that can effectively provide broadband 
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achromatic QWP characteristics and sufficient power transmission throughput without having to 
resort to prohibitively expensive broad-band anti-reflection (BBAR) coatings. 
 The three aforementioned QWP technologies, which consist of the crystalline CdS 
retarder, the multilayer meanderline waveplate, and the Si form-birefringent retarder, are shown 
on Figure 40 with their respective TE and TM axes, which prescribe the coordinate directions 
corresponding to the orthogonal birefringence axes of the anisotropic material systems 
[8,9,27,92]. The CdS QWP component was manufactured by II-VI Incorporated (model # 
010201-7) for single-wavelength operation at 9.55 μm. The multilayer meanderline retarder 
selected for this study is the same 2-layer device that was presented in Section 3.1.3 [86] with 
BCB as the interlayer dielectric cavity material. In contrast to the previous QWP components 
that were readily available for measurement, the Si form-birefringent retarder was modeled in 
HFSS, specifically because no other angle-dependent polarization and transmission metrics 
could be found in the current literature. Most form-birefringent gratings are characterized in 
collimated space at normal incidence [27,34,35], so it is imperative to perform independent 
analysis of form-birefringent retarders, such that angle-dependent behavior and conditions 











Figure 40: TE and TM coordinate directions associated with the respective birefringence axes of 
a) the CdS crystal, b) the meanderline metamaterial, and c) the form-birefringent grating QWPs. 
 
 Each QWP element was characterized by spectroscopic ellipsometry scans on the IR-
VASE system of Figure 26. The measurement configuration on the IR-VASE apparatus allows 
for angular variation along one plane at a time, so for complete characterization, the device under 
test was rotated 90° to gauge the angular sensitivity along both planes of incidence that would be 
subjected to illumination from an F/1 system. The angle of incidence was swept from 0° in 
increments of 5.313° to the full half-angle of an F/1 cone, which is given as 26.565°. With regard 
to the equivalent birefringence axes of each QWP system, as shown on Figure 40, a full angular 
scan therefore involves rotating each QWP component along both planes of incidence associated 
with the respective TE and TM coordinate axes. As demonstrated in Figure 41, all QWP devices 
engage in TE and TM-planar scans so that the entire half-angle of the F/1 objective is registered. 
It should be mentioned that the simulations of the form-birefringent Si grating replicated these 
exact measurement conditions, thereby enabling a direct comparison between simulation output 










Figure 41: Conceptualization of TE and TM planar scans with indicated F/1 cone half-angle of 
26.565°. The dashed red arrow is normal to the component surface. 
 
 Measured results from the CdS QWP element are shown below in Figures 42 and 43, 






Figure 42: Angular variation of CdS QWP across TE plane of incidence for the a) phase 







Figure 43: Angular variation of CdS QWP across TM plane of incidence for the a) phase 
retardance, b) axial ratio, and c) total transmittance in the LWIR spectrum. 
 
Although the CdS retarder is highly transmissive and rather angle-insensitive throughout both 
scan configurations, the phase retardance exhibits severe chromatic dispersion, as was mentioned 
before of typical single-wavelength crystalline QWPs [12,13]. This dispersion is mirrored in the 
measured axial ratio of the CdS retarder, which only settles around the optimum value of 1 near 
the design wavelength of 9.55 μm. Thus, CdS QWPs are not the ideal component for broadband 
polarimetric imaging systems in the LWIR. 
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 The ensuing results from the 2-layer meanderline QWP are presented. It should be noted 
that the interlayer dielectric of BCB exhibits a phonon mode near 9.5 μm, and again near 12 μm, 





Figure 44: Angular variation of 2-layer meanderline QWP across TE plane of incidence for the 







Figure 45: Angular variation of 2-layer meanderline QWP across TM plane of incidence for the 
a) phase retardance, b) axial ratio, and c) total transmittance in the LWIR spectrum. 
 
In contrast with the CdS QWP, the 2-layer meanderline component is extremely achromatic with 
regard to its differential phase retardance and axial ratio, both of which are close to their 
optimum values of 90° and 1 throughout the LWIR band. Furthermore, it appears that all 
measured polarimetric and transmittance metrics do not exhibit any severe dependence upon the 
incident angle of illumination, which bodes well for potential F/1 imaging scenarios. The 
averaged power transmittance achieves a maximum of approximately 65%, which is decent 
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enough considering the scattering and ohmic losses encountered from the metallic meanderline 
elements [104], not to mention the optical attenuation through the BCB cavity dielectric layer. 
Although better transmission performance has been suggested with alternative dielectric 
materials [86,123,124], these series of measurements represent a solid foundation for achieving 
achromatic QWP characteristics that are equally insensitive to oblique incident angles from an 
F/1 objective. 
 We now consider the numerical results from the full-wave finite element simulations of 
the Si form-birefringent retarder, which was scaled from a design presented in [27]. Figures 46 







Figure 46: Angular variation of Si form-birefringent QWP across TE plane of incidence for the 







Figure 47: Angular variation of Si form-birefringent QWP across TM plane of incidence for the 
a) phase retardance, b) axial ratio, and c) total transmittance in the LWIR spectrum. 
 
It should be mentioned here that the FEM analysis of the Si form-birefringent grating took into 
account losses incurred from the Fresnel reflections at the posterior interface of the substrate. 
This accurately resembles typical data taken from form-birefringent retarders presented in the 
literature [27,34,35], especially since BBAR coatings are extremely difficult and expensive to 
manufacture for high-index Si substrates.  
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 With regard to the TM scan configuration on Figure 47, the incident angles beyond 0° 
exhibit grating lobes adjacent to the higher-energy wavelengths of the LWIR spectrum. Because 
the power transmission of the TM scan yields local minima for each instance of a grating lobe, 







sin  (61) 
where ns is the refractive index of the substrate, m is the grating order, P is the grating 
periodicity, λ is the free-space wavelength, and θin is the incidence angle [127]. Each 
manifestation of Rayleigh phenomena redirects energy from the principle specular modes into 
higher diffraction orders, consequently diminishing the transmittance and depolarizing the signal 
that reaches the FPA detector [127,128]. In special circumstances, the higher-order modes may 
be completely evanescent, thereby restricted to surface waves that travel along the plane of the 
grating interface. This can be seen in Figure 48, which depicts a resonant surface wave of the 




Figure 48: Rayleigh anomaly at approximately 8.2 μm with incident angle of 15.939°. Incident 
energy is redistributed to a high-order diffraction mode, which happens to be an evanescent 
surface wave. 
 
The TE scan does not portray such scattering phenomena, since the plane of incidence is 
orthogonal to the grating wavevector of the subwavelength form-birefringent structure. 
Therefore, even though the overall phase retardance and axial ratio exhibit achromatic QWP and 
near angle-insensitive qualities, the grating lobes stick out like proverbial sore thumbs, which 
cannot be rectified by any post-processing algorithms of broadband imaging polarimeters. 
Lastly, the average power transmission is capped near 60%, which is slightly inferior to the 
maximum threshold transmittance of the 2-layer meanderline retarder. The decreased throughput 
is indicative of Fresnel losses that originate from the back side of the uncoated Si substrate. If we 
were to consider application of a BBAR coating, the form-birefringent retarder would definitely 
win out solely due to the increased transmittance over the 2-layer meanderline QWP. However, 
we are also considering cost into the performance criteria, which precludes us from assuming a 
BBAR-coated Si grating, if we are to justly compare form-birefringent with multilayer 
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meanderline technology. Therefore, as it stands, multilayer meanderlines are the better 
alternative, especially since the polarization spectrum does not witness any extraneous 
diffraction grating phenomena, and the transmittance can be improved by simple substitution of 
BCB for other low-loss dielectrics, such as YF3 [123,124], without having to rely upon BBAR 
coatings. This grants multilayer meanderlines more flexibility in terms of device integration and 
cost-performance value in broadband thermal polarimetry systems. 
 
3.2 Reflective Achromatic Meanderline Waveplates 
 As outlined in the introductory chapter of this dissertation, reflective QWPs for the IR 
spectrum have utilized several different technologies to achieve CP light upon reflection [16–
20,44–46]. For instance, reflective prisms [16,17] with or without thin-film interference layers 
[18–20], and microstructured surface-relief gratings [44–46] have demonstrated ideal π/2 phase 
retardance between orthogonal field components in the IR. Although the aforementioned devices 
are well-suited for their intended applications, they do have a few drawbacks. In particular, the 
reflective QWP prisms are quite bulky and expensive, and the reflective microstructured phase 
retarders are typically optimized only for a narrow spectrum around the design wavelength 
[44,45]. Ideally, a component would combine a low-cost compact planar structure with 
broadband performance. Subwavelength elements as broadband reflective phase retarders have 
been previously demonstrated in the microwave regime as a polarization twister, which rotates 
the plane of polarization by 90° upon imparting a π phase shift between orthogonal field 
amplitudes [129–131]. One such design of a twist reflector incorporated the versatile 
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meanderline FSS unit cell element [130], which has been established in the previous sections 
(3.1.2–3.1.5) as a promising candidate for achromatic transmissive QWPs in the LWIR [86,98–
100]. We therefore adapt this LWIR meanderline concept for use as a broadband reflective 
QWP. 
 
3.2.1 Single-Layer Meanderline Stratified Above a Reflective Groundplane for LWIR 
Applications 
 The design of a broadband reflective meanderline QWP was carried out within the 
ANSYS HFSS program, which employed a built-in Newtonian search algorithm to refine the 
geometrical parameters. The resulting meanderline geometry from the structural optimizations is 

















Figure 49: Illustration of a) unit cell configuration in HFSS, where the yellow arrow represents 




The design was originally simulated with a 45° angle of incidence, in a plane parallel to the plane 
of periodicity associated with the equivalent TE mode of the meanderline grid (Figure 19). The 
optical properties of each material used in the model were measured by spectroscopic 
ellipsometry [9,116]. The meanderline elements and the groundplane were aluminum (Al), and 
the dielectric layer was zinc sulfide (ZnS), whose measured optical constants are shown on the 
following figure.  
 
Figure 50: Optical constants for ZnS measured by IR spectroscopic ellipsometry. 
 
Simulations were performed over the full LWIR band, and results from the optimized design are 






Figure 51: Simulated polarimetric and power reflection parameters from HFSS, where a) is the 
spectral phase retardance, b) is the axial ratio, c) is the polarization-averaged power reflection 
coefficient, and d) is the polarization conversion ratio. 
 
As one may recall, in order to obtain perfect conversion from a 45° linearly-polarized (LP) 
incident field into CP output, a differential phase shift of π/2 and AR of 1 are desired. Figure 51 
shows that the simulated differential phase shift is very close to π/2 across the LWIR, and the AR 
is less than 2 over most of the band, which are good indicators of efficient conversion of LP into 
CP [8,95]. We also computed the percentage of circular polarization that is obtained upon 
reflection from the meanderline QWP. This polarization conversion ratio (PCR) can be written 








PCR , (62) 
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where RTE and RTM are the power-reflection coefficients for the TE and TM modes. Since the 
reflected orthogonal components are expected to be π/2 out of phase, the above formula results in 
a value of 1 when the TM component is phase-shifted by π/2 and the amplitudes are equal in 
magnitude, which signifies complete conversion of an incident 45° LP beam into CP. The 
simulated PCR plotted in Figure 51 never dips below 85%, which suggests that the majority of 
the reflected beam will be CP. The polarization-averaged power reflection coefficient, also 
shown in Figure 51, is approximately 75%, which is adequate for some broadband imaging 
applications, although a higher efficiency would be required for use with high-powered laser 
systems. The materials that were selected for the design are representative of the best materials in 
the LWIR as far as ohmic loss and absorption are concerned. However, as Figure 51 shows, there 
is still a significant power absorption caused by multiple reflections between the meanderline 
elements and the groundplane [104]. The tradeoff inherent in reflective meanderline QWPs, as 
compared to other design types, is that a lower power efficiency is the cost for achieving 
broadband performance. The numerical results presented are representative of a structure 
optimized for power reflection that would give a broadband LP-to-CP conversion in reflection. 
 The submicron dimensions shown in Figure 49 were fabricated by standard e-beam 
lithography techniques [118], which were covered in Section 2.3.1. An SEM image of the final 




Figure 52: SEM image of fabricated reflective meanderline FSS array. 
 
After fabrication was completed, the structure was measured via reflective spectroscopic 
ellipsometry with the IR-VASE system (Figure 26) set for 45° angle of incidence. The resulting 
experimental polarimetric, power reflection, and PCR data for the reflective meanderline QWP 






Figure 53: Measured quantities from the IR-VASE, consisting of a) the phase retardance, b) axial 
ratio, c) average power reflection, and d) polarization conversion ratio. 
 
Comparing the plots of Figures 51 and 53, most of the differences between the model predictions 
and the experimental data can be attributed to slight differences between the modeled structure 
and the array elements that were actually fabricated. The SEM image of the meanderline array in 
Figure 52 shows rounded edges of the element geometry instead of flat rectangular shapes, and 
the measured linewidths of the corresponding structure indicate that the pattern was slightly over 
exposed, resulting in enlarged linewidths than designed for by approximately 30%. In addition, it 
was found that after evaporation, the thickness of the ZnS layer was about 580 nm rather than the 
design thickness of 650 nm. The measured data seen in Figure 53 demonstrates a reflective 
meanderline array above a groundplane that produces broadband CP upon reflection of a 45° LP 
field. The AR is below 2 over the entire LWIR band, and the phase shift is quite achromatic near 
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the desired π/2 value. Furthermore, the PCR is always above 85%, even at the edges of the band, 
showing a high-efficiency conversion of LP into CP. Finally, the polarization-averaged 
reflectivity has a maximum of approximately 72%, which is very close to the outcome of the 
FEM model. The overall spectral dispersion in the experimental data agrees quite well with the 
values obtained from the FEM simulations. 
 In addition to the measurements that were performed at a 45° angle of incidence, the 
spectral phase shift and AR were also measured over a 20° angular range centered on the 45°-
incidence configuration (Figure 54), to gauge the angular sensitivity of the device performance. 
 
Figure 54: Angular dependence of a) the phase retardance and b) the axial ratio over a 20° span 
around the optimum 45° angle of incidence. 
 
The reflected state of polarization from the meanderline QWP is very stable with regard to 
incident angle. This is a beneficial characteristic that would allow the reflective meanderline 
technology to be incorporated in situations where the radiation is incident over a broad angular 
range. The device can therefore be inserted into an optical system in non-collimated space, such 
as in the focusing beam of a polarization-resolved thermal imager. Such applications warrant the 
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particular design, optimization, and characterization methodologies that were employed for these 
types of devices in the IR band. 
 
3.3 Applications for Multilayer Meanderline QWPs 
 The few remaining sections of the current chapter shall detail the work that was 
performed regarding the design, fabrication, and characterization of multilayer FSS devices that 
incorporate subwavelength meanderline grid arrays for various polarization-related applications. 
In particular, we shall demonstrate two specific components that were exclusively fabricated for 
detection of intensity-based polarization signatures (Stokes parameters), and generation of 
broadband CP light. The latter device was constructed for MWIR operation, whereas the former 
was designed for broadband LWIR performance. Both structures were utilized in realistic data 
acquisition and measurement scenarios, which suitably demonstrate the utilitarian nature and 
versatility of multilayered meanderline technology for thermal imaging and spectroscopy 
applications. 
 
3.3.1 Achromatic QWP for Broadband Imaging Polarimetry in the LWIR 
 Complete reconstruction of the Stokes polarization parameters requires the use of a QWP 
element in the optical train, as was demonstrated by Equations 8 through 11 in Chapter 1. 
Moreover, accurate determination of the intensity-based polarization metrics over the LWIR 
spectrum depends upon the achromaticity and the angle-insensitive behavior of the QWP 
component used for retrieval of the corresponding Stokes parameters. For these reasons, the 2-
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layer design presented in Section 3.1.3 was fabricated over a large square area of a BaF2 wafer, 
as shown in part b) of Figure 55. 
a) b)
 
Figure 55: Pictures of a) SEM image of single meanderline layer, and b) macroscopic view of the 
large-area format 2-layer meanderline QWP device. 
 
The enlarged effective area of the 2-layer meanderline QWP allows for the collection of 
irradiance over a wide numerical aperture that would be imaged onto a thermal camera‟s FPA 
detector. More importantly, the size of the meanderline QWP area does not truncate the signal if 
placed immediately in front of a wire-grid polarizing element, which is subsequently positioned 








Figure 56: Depiction of polarimetry system with large-aperture 2-layer meanderline QWP in 
front of a wiregrid polarizer, which is placed directly ahead of the focusing optics of the LWIR 
thermal camera. 
 
This system configuration constitutes the basic elements for detection of the Stokes vector 
coefficients [3,8,9], and replicates the setup schematic illustrated in Figure 2 of Chapter 1. The 2-
layer meanderline QWP is therefore incorporated into a LWIR thermal polarization-resolved 
imaging system, its large-area format instrumental for evaluating the retrieved intensity-based 
polarization signal from a wide angular range of incident radiation that corresponds to a planar 
two-dimensional scene imaged by the FPA of the thermal camera. The collected irradiance can 
thus be partitioned into discrete polarization states, and subsequently visualized over the 
captured image of the planar vista [35,36]. This has significant importance for evaluation of 
polarized thermal light from ambient scenes and man-made subwavelength structures, and will 
find particular use in the following section and remaining chapters of this dissertation. The exact 
methodology for Stokes vector assessment was detailed briefly in the paragraphs adjacent to 
Equations 8 through 11 of Chapter 1, and will be further expanded upon in the subsequent 
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chapter, which will present a more comprehensive data acquisition procedure and analysis of 
intensity-based images and area-averaged polarization metrics from the LWIR polarimetry 
system shown in Figure 56. 
 The differential phase retardance, axial ratio, and polarization-averaged transmittance of 
the 2-layer meanderline QWP were acquired by the IR-VASE system and simulated with HFSS 
over the LWIR band under normal incidence conditions. Both the experimental and numerical 
results can be found on the following figures. 
 
Figure 57: Measured a) phase retardance, b) AR, and c) polarization-averaged transmittance of 
the large-area format 2-layer meanderline QWP. 
 
 




Once again, the simulated behavior is extensively validated by the measured parameters, which 
portray achromatic characteristics for both the differential phase shift and AR. Although the 
presence of phonon modes in the spectrum of the BCB interlayer dielectric cavity prevents the 
device from achieving ideal polarimetric QWP values, the conversion from linear to CP is good 
enough for high-percentage accuracy of the resolved polarization state from an ambient thermal 
scene. These qualities, along with the angle-insensitive behavior detailed in Section 3.1.5, 
constitute the necessary requirements for achromatic QWP components that find use in imaging 
polarimeters, spectrometers, and other systems that operate over a broad spectral range of IR 
wavelengths. 
 
3.3.2 Circularly-Polarizing Tag in the MWIR 
 In this section, we present the concept, the design, fabrication, and evaluation of a CP tag 
that provides a discrete source of broadband CP light throughout the MWIR spectrum. This is 
inherently useful for testing the multilayered meanderline QWP elements that are incorporated 
into thermal polarimetry systems, such that the S3 component of the Stokes vector should be 
resolved with sufficient clarity given a broadband source of CP. Thus, the CP tag acts as an 
artificial source of CP light, since CP radiation is seldom occurring in natural ambient scenes 
[3,8,9]. Therefore, we should theoretically observe a large distinction in contrast between RHCP 
and LHCP fields, since the background polarization signature mostly consists of unpolarized 
waves, which can be duly subtracted from the cumulative intensity detected at the FPA. This 
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forms the basis of the CP tag concept, which employs multilayer meanderline retarders for 
generation of a spectrally broad CP signature that can be readily discerned via the 
aforementioned imaging polarimetry methods. 
 In order to generate CP fields in the IR, a multilayer meanderline QWP can be used in 
conjunction with a linear wiregrid polarizer, as was demonstrated by Equation 12 of Chapter 1. 
Rather than have each component as separate entities, the wiregrid polarizer can be directly 
integrated onto a layer that precedes the meanderline polarizer layers. Thus, CP light is produced 
from a singular integrated wiregrid polarizer-QWP device, which is schematically shown on 
Figure 59. Note that the wire orientation is permanently affixed at the 45° angle relative to the 
fast axis of the meanderline layers. 
 
Figure 59: Concept of multilayer filter for generating circular polarization in the IR. 
 
The wiregrid polarizer-meanderline QWP component shall from here onwards be referred to as a 
CP „tag‟, since the compact nature of the layers allows the generation of CP light from any 
source of randomly polarized IR radiation. Thus, for simultaneous production of both RHCP and 
LHCP states, one can fabricate the QWP layers in alternating patterns corresponding to the 0° 
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and 90° orientation of the meanderline fast axis. This concept is displayed on Figure 60, which is 
only valid for a single orientation of the backing wiregrid polarizer layer. 
 
Figure 60: Checkerboard configuration of CP tag. Note that wiregrid polarizer layer is fixed at a 
45° angle relative to the entire pattern. 
 
The meanderline checkerboard pattern of Figure 60 was eventually fabricated over a wiregrid 
polarizer layer, which was patterned on a 4 inch diameter fused silica substrate for MWIR 
operation. Table 6 lists the materials and dimensions of the meanderline unit cell and the 
wiregrid array parameters that were applied to the CP tag component. A picture of the finished 
tag can be seen in Figure 61. 
Table 6: Materials and dimensions (in μm) for multilayered CP tag in the MWIR. 
Dimensions lw1  lw2  lw3  DX  DY  pw  ph  t1  t2  
meanders  0.26  0.26   0.26 0.8  1.35  0.4  0.5   0.64 
wiregrid  0.3    0.6     1.3  
Materials substrate dielectric metals       






Figure 61: Picture of finalized CP tag for the MWIR. 
 
On the receiving end of the polarimetry imaging system, a multilayer meanderline QWP with the 
same dimensions listed in Table 6 was inserted before the linear wiregrid polarizer, which was 
placed in front of the MWIR imaging camera (Mitsubishi IR-5120A). The CP tag component 
was positioned at a distance down the optical train in front of an active hotplate, which supplies a 
broad spectrum of unpolarized IR fields. The system schematic and its corresponding image can 
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Figure 62: System schematic and experimental setup for polarization imaging in the MWIR. 
 
 The subsequent series of images were taken from the MWIR camera while implementing 
specific arrangements of the imaging polarimetry system. Initially, an image was taken of the CP 
tag without the analyzing meanderline QWP and linear polarizer in the optical system. Notice 
that the associated picture in Figure 63 exhibits absolutely no discernable contrast between the 
patterned regions of the CP tag. This is because the CP radiation that is produced upon 
transmission through the tag has a uniform intensity distribution across the patterned surface, 
regardless of the orientation of the meanderline elements. Thus, in order to „decode‟ the 




Figure 63: Raw image of CP tag taken without any polarization optics. 
 
The next image shows the same tag as before, but with a linear polarizer in front of the MWIR 
camera. Although the polarizer was oriented at the ±45° angles, there is still little contrast that is 
attained from the CP tag structure. However, since the multilayer meanderline QWP 
checkerboard pattern only takes up a certain region of the 4 inch diameter wafer, the wiregrid 
polarizer that lies beneath the QWP layers is actually producing a notable modulation in contrast, 
but only in the places where the QWP elements do not overlap the wiregrid structure. On Figure 
64, these would be near the edges of the circular substrate, since the checkerboard pattern 
produces only RHCP or LHCP light that cannot be solely deciphered by a single linear polarizer. 
Thus, the lack of intensity distinction from the QWP checkerboard structure is highly indicative 




Figure 64: Images of CP tag with only linear polarizer in analysis train. 
 
The final series of images show the CP tag and imaging polarimetry system as it was meant to 
function. With the meanderline QWP included before the analyzing linear polarizer, as in Figure 
62, the rotation of the linear polarizer through the ±45° orientations yields a noticeable change in 
contrast between the areas of the checkerboard pattern. The bright regions are indicative of a 
specific handedness of CP radiation that is allowed to pass through the entire system to the FPA 
detector, while the dark areas imply that the opposite handedness of CP light is being suppressed. 
This behavior follows directly from the acquisition of polarimetric information indicated by 
Equations 6 and 11 of Chapter 1, such that orthogonal states of CP are admitted into the 
polarimetry system only when the transmittance axis of the wire-grid polarizer is rotated to the 
±45° positions, which correspond to transmission of either RHCP or LHCP, respectively [3,8]. 
Hence, the modulation of intensity contrast between the discrete sectors of the checkerboard 
verifies the „switching‟ of the CP handedness that is transmitted through the system. Thus, upon 
continual rotation of the analyzing polarizer, one would observe a „blinking‟ effect such that the 
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tag were to appear active, but this behavior is merely a symptom of the CP filtering methodology 
as previously described. 
 
Figure 65: Images of CP tag with meanderline QWP in analysis train, wiregrid polarizer oriented 
at ±45°. Notice the significant modulation in contrast that indicates switching between RHCP 
and LHCP transmission. 
 
Additionally, the rotation invariance of CP thermal IR radiation was investigated by simply 
rotating the CP tag structure while leaving the rotary polarizer fixed at +45°. The subsequent 
images portray the preservation of contrast on distinct areas of the checkerboard pattern, which 
signifies that the state of CP light remains unchanged upon physical rotation of the CP-
generating elements. This is a fundamental characteristic of all CP fields regardless of source 




Figure 66: Images of CP tag with wiregrid polarizer held stationary, tag itself rotated by 90°. 
Contrast rotates with the corresponding areas on the polarizing structure. 
 
Finally, a test was conducted at Northrop Grumman integrated systems in Melbourne, FL for 
imaging the CP tag at various distances. The following sets of pictures were taken with a HD-
VIS-IR camera in the MWIR spectrum, which was mounted on a gimbal platform for potential 
installation on surveillance aircraft. 
 




We can conclude from this salvo of tests that the ability to distinguish the contrast of the tag 
depends upon the actual size of the pattern, the pixel pitch of the imaging FPA, the displacement 
from the image sensor to the tag, and the F/# or focal length of the focusing optics. 
 The operational functionality of meanderline QWPs for broadband imaging polarimetry 
analysis and tagging has been thoroughly demonstrated. We have shown that efficient 
conversion of unpolarized light into CP radiation is made possible by the application of 
multilayer meanderline QWP layers on CP tags. Thus, by physically realizing a CP filtration 
system, we are able to evaluate the performance of CP tags and analyzing meanderline QWPs 
over a broad IR spectrum. The results in this section and chapter entire indicate that each 
corresponding subwavelength structure exhibits broadband achromaticity, which is a suitable 
confirmation of the effort that went into the design, optimization, and fabrication of all such 
meanderline wave retarders and related components. 
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CHAPTER 4: THERMAL EMISSION OF CIRCULAR POLARIZED 
RADIATION FROM PLANAR PERIODIC MICROSTRUCTURES 
4.1 Overview of State-of-the-Art Technology for Polarized Coherent Thermal Emission 
 In the last few decades or so, there have been an increased number of studies related to 
the thermal emission properties of microstructured surfaces and multilayered photonic structures 
[80–84,132–148]. By tailoring the local optical density of states via excitation of coherent 
surface waves [80,81,132–138], microstructured surfaces are able to possess thermal properties 
not encountered in nature, such as coherent narrow-band thermal emission and coupling to 
highly-directional far-field radiation by grating momentum transfer with a coherent surface 
phonon polariton [80,81,132–136]. The surface wave phonon modes are induced in a polar 
material, such as silicon carbide (SiC), which supports surface phonons at discrete IR 
frequencies (11.6 μm for SiC) [81,136,138]. Structured subwavelength gratings and cavities 
etched into the polar material enable generation of surface wave phonons at normal and oblique 
incidence [81,136], and allow for thermally-excited surface waves to couple into directional far-
field radiation via Kirchhoff‟s reciprocity principle [149–152]. The directional nature of the 
radiation is facilitated by the narrow-band characteristics of the grating, which is able to achieve 
extremely narrow frequency linewidths by coherent interference of surface phonons in the near 
field [81,133,137,138], and by coupling to resonant cavity modes of the grating structure [136]. 





Figure 68: Surface waves coupled to resonant cavity modes of a periodic SiC grating (from 
[136]) 
 
Likewise, multilayered photonic crystal (PhC) structures have also been demonstrated to exhibit 
control over its thermal emissive properties, when multiple Bragg scattering yields highly-
directional, narrow-band thermal radiation [139–142] with significant control over the spectral 
emissivity [143–145]. 
 With regard to the polarization spectrum of thermally-emitted fields, the aforementioned 
grating structures have been shown to be highly polarized both in the near and far-field regimes 
[132,137]. The high degree of linear polarization that is transferred to the far-field zone is 
indicative of p – polarized phonon modes, which are the only coherent surface waves allowed 
upon thermal excitation of a subwavelength polar grating [80,81,134–136]. Therefore, states of 
linear polarization can be controlled by the orientation of the grating, and can be applied as a 
polarization-encoded grating surface for polarimetric imaging scenarios [146]. Multilayer PhCs 
have also been investigated as discrete polarization-state emitters [82–84], with one such study 
implicating broadband CP emission via a complete polarization band-gap [82]. In the literature, 
it is demonstrated that a broadband polarization band-gap requires multiple Bragg scattering of 
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orthogonal polarization states, such as RHCP and LHCP, which must occur over a specified 
finite thickness of PhC material in order to generate a high extinction ratio between emitted 
orthogonal polarized fields [82,147]. Figure 69 depicts a three-dimensional PhC design that 
exhibits polarization-selective emission behavior, which is controlled by preferential Bragg 
reflection of CP waves over a designated thickness of material.  
 
Figure 69: Sample picture of a twisted metallic helical PhC for preferential CP emission (from 
[147]) 
 
Although this technology seems promising, most of the preceding work has been limited to 
analytical and numerical conjectures, as fabrication of the structures has proven to be 
exceptionally difficult, especially in the IR regime. Therefore, experimental generation of 
broadband CP thermal emission has been solely obtained via thermal excitation of a uniaxial 
anisotropic material, which actually gains its anisotropy from being placed in a magnetic field 
[85]. Thus, the experimental study of broadband CP emission of thermal radiation is limited to 
only a few cases, which is somewhat disheartening since circular polarization is rather exotic and 




4.1.1 Statement of Purpose 
 Because of the rarity of circular polarization in a thermal ambience, it would be desirable 
to control the state of polarization of thermally emitted waves and alter the polarization signature 
such that broadband CP is achieved. Achromatic CP characteristics have already been obtained 
through electromagnetic scattering from planar periodic meanderline structures in the IR, so it is 
only natural to extend such efforts to broadband thermal emission of CP radiation. Although this 
would be useful for many applications, we shall concentrate our efforts on broadband imaging 
polarimetry, specifically because a broadband thermal source of CP light would allow for objects 
and targets to be discriminated based upon the emitted state of polarization [8,34–36]. Owing to 
the fact that circular polarization is seldom found in nature [8,77,79], a CP thermal emission 
signature would stand out from the background spectrum and be instantly recognizable once 
imaging polarimetry analysis is applied. This has already been established in the previous 
chapter with polarimetric imaging of the MWIR CP tag (Figure 61). Thus, with regard to 
broadband polarimetry, a source of polarized thermal radiation that has a low profile and is easy 
to fabricate over a broad area constitutes an ideal structure that could modify the polarized 
emissivity of a planar surface [90,148] and be easily visible by a thermal imaging polarimetry 
system. A structured surface in the form of a planar periodic FSS represents such a component 
that could potentially provide polarization-shaping capability for thermally emitted fields. It has 
already been demonstrated that a planar FSS array of lossy dipole elements, shown on Figure 70, 
provides a uniform linear-polarized field when thermally excited [148]. In the current chapter, 
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our aim is similar, such that thermal excitation of a homogeneous CP field shall be attempted 
from a planar FSS structure that is placed in direct contact with an active blackbody source. 
 
Figure 70: Periodic lossy dipole elements for LP emission (from [148]) 
 
4.2 Polarization and Coherence of Thermal Emission from Microstructured Surfaces 
 The physical process of thermal excitation involves the random motion of electrons 
within the volume of the microstructure, which in turn radiate electromagnetic fields in the 
thermal IR spectrum. This is caused by active heating of the structure when placed in direct 
contact with a blackbody source, which is brought up to an elevated temperature above that of 
the ambient scene. Thus, thermal conduction is the principle mechanism by which thermally-
emitted fields are generated [26,152]. However, it is not so trivial to elicit control upon the 
polarization state of the emitted radiation, since the random fluctuating motion of electrons and 
surface current densities are often uncorrelated, thereby resulting in incoherent and unpolarized 
fields. In fact, most thermal radiation consists of unpolarized waves [77,79], so the nature of 
thermal field coherence and surface current density correlation must be investigated in order to 
determine if broadband CP radiation is possible from planar subwavelength microstructures. To 
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do this, we turn our attention to the statistical description of time-varying electromagnetic wave 
polarization and coherence of a propagating planar wavefront (Equation 1, Chapter 1). 
 
4.2.1 Equal-Time Coherence Matrix and Mutual Coherence Function of Thermal 
Electromagnetic Fields 
 While LP radiation can be produced by the dipole FSS arrangement of [148], 
configuration of a structure with preferential radiation for CP is much more difficult because 
transverse coherence between two components of the electromagnetic field is required. To 
illustrate the coherence characteristics of thermally emitted fields in the IR spectrum, we use the 













where the field terms Es,p denote the s and p – polarized components of the electric-field vector 
in the plane of the polarization ellipse, „*‟ denotes complex conjugation, and the brackets  
denote the ensemble average of the analytic signal taken over a successive series of 
measurements or time intervals [3,78,133,137,138]. Equation 63 is representative of the time-
dependent irradiance that would be detected by broadband imaging methods, since the 
wavelength dependence is averaged for a broadband imager. Thus, Equation 63 accounts for the 




 Evaluation of the coherence matrix involves the co-polarized and cross-polarized 
irradiance, since each matrix element is an inner product between amplitudes of the same or 
orthogonal polarization component. With respect to polarized emissivity, the field amplitude can 
be taken as proportional the square root of the emissivity corresponding to either the s- or p-
polarized state. Since the field amplitudes are inherently complex, the square root of the 














Now that we have defined the coherence matrix in terms of polarized emissivities, the Stokes 
vector of the polarization signal can be formulated from the individual elements of the coherence 





















































with the variable δ as the phase shift between the two orthogonal components of the polarized 
emissivity. The Stokes vector gives a direct physical interpretation of the state of polarization of 
a given electromagnetic field. In each element of the Stokes vector, the irradiance associated 
with a particular state of polarization is quantified by the measured difference between 
orthogonal polarization states [3,8,9]. Since we are working with polarized emissivity, we can 
express the Stokes vector components in terms of the emissivity corresponding to each measured 
polarization state, as shown in Equation 66. 
 We have so far conveyed the state of polarization of thermally emitted fields in terms of 
the coherence matrix and Stokes vector elements, but without any mention of the degree of 
coherence that must exist for manifestation of cross-polarization. Cross-polarization refers to 
cross-polarized states of the electromagnetic field vector that require non-zero correlation 
between cross-polarized components [3,78]. Thus, with reference to Equations 64 through 66, 
the cross-polarized states would be defined as ±45° linear and/or right-handed/left-handed 
circularly polarized (RHCP/LHCP) radiation, which are given as S2 and S3, respectively. Both 
off-diagonal components of the coherence tensor (Equation 64) are utilized in the expressions for 
S2 and S3, so there must be some degree of correlation between orthogonal components in order 
for ±45° LP and RHCP/LHCP waves to exist [3,8,78]. This necessity for correlation between 
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sp . (67) 
If the value given by Equation 67 is non-zero and imaginary, then there will be some finite CP 
component in the resultant Stokes vector of the thermally emitted field. Thus, the correlation of 
cross-polarized field components is absolutely necessary for achieving CP emission. 
 
4.2.2 The Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem and Spectral Properties of Thermal Fields 
 Radiative emission from a structure that is thermally excited can be thought of as a 
stochastic process by which the current density on the surface of the structure takes on random 
magnitudes, phases, and directions at each instance of excitation [2,26,151,152]. Thus, to portray 
the electromagnetic fields that arise from thermal excitation, one has to consider the fluctuational 
electrodynamics of the problem. In the case of polarized thermal emission from a planar periodic 
FSS, the elements of the coherence matrix of Equation 64 can be fully determined from the 
Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT) [2,26,133,137,138,152–154]. The FDT was used to 
analytically verify the extreme narrowband coherent emission behavior of surface-relief gratings 
that support p-polarized surface-wave modes [80,81,132,133,137,138,154]. This was done by 
computing the correlation moment of the current density components,  







which is brought about by causality of the material response function, and by direct application 
of the FDT to the covariance of the system‟s electric dipole moment [26,133,137,138,154]. 
Ultimately, the FDT is the result of statistical mechanics that describes the correlation properties 
of fluctuating thermal currents and fields [2,26,152]. In the above expression, m and n refer to 
the spatial indices of current density vector (in other words, m and n could be x, y, or z), and the 
function ),(  is the average energy of the quantum harmonic oscillator at temperature Τ, 









where the last term is the zero-point energy of vacuum [26,133,137,138,154]. By employing the 
integral equation method with Green‟s function [133,137,138,154], the spatial electric field 
correlations could be directly evaluated from Equation 68, with a simple Fourier transform 
resulting in the same exact elements as the time-domain coherence matrix of Equation 63 
[3,26,133,154].  
 As indicated by the series of delta functions in Equation 68, the implications of the FDT 
are not favorable for broadband CP emission. First of all, the FDT negates any cross-correlation 
of field components, even over finite-dimension geometries [153] of the FSS unit cell. This is 
equivalent to saying that the normalized coherence function of Equation 67 will always result in 
a value of 0, since orthogonal current modes from random thermal excitations will be completely 
uncorrelated in phase [2,26,133,137,138,152–154]. The delta function nm,  of Equation 68 
gives this exact result, since the spatial indices m and n directly correspond to orthogonal 
components of the current density elements and emitted field polarizations.  
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 It should be mentioned that the FDT yields the delta function nm,  and the imaginary 
part of the dielectric function, )(r , when applied to the correlation moments of an isotropic 
material system [2,26,152–154]. Therefore, there is no intrinsic anisotropy in the planar FSS 
structure that would allow for CP emission to occur. Since the dimensions associated with the 
thermal-excitation process are within the electron-scattering length, the associated anisotropy 
would be required to exist within that same length scale, which is approximately the Fermi 
electron wavelength of the radiating material [154]. Thus, the FDT results in zero correlation 
between orthogonal current and field modes, even for finite subwavelength structures. 
 For any structure that emits broadband radiation, the transverse coherence length 
becomes inherently smaller as the span of operational frequencies becomes larger [3,26,81,154]. 
This is a consequence of the Wiener-Khinchin theorem and Fourier transform laws of the mutual 
coherence function of a thermal electromagnetic field. As one expands the spectral domain 
considered, the respective correlation length must decrease [3,78]. Thus, from a theoretical 
standpoint it appears that CP thermal emission from a purely planar FSS is not allowed. 
However, in the following sections, we will consider a design of a multilayer FSS structure that 
is able to avoid these constraints and provide a significant amount of broadband CP radiation in 
the IR. 
 
4.3 FSS Designs for Investigating Broadband CP Emission 
 Considering the fundamental limitations imposed by the FDT on the functionality of 
thermally emissive CP FSS arrays, our goal for the investigation of FSS designs is two-fold: 1) 
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experimentally demonstrate the implications of the FDT with regard to CP emission, and 2) 
design a multilayer FSS that avoids the constraints of the FDT, and emits significant broadband 
CP radiation. We choose the wavelength range of interest as the 8–12 μm LWIR band. 
 
4.3.1 L-Shaped Wedge and Circular Spiral Element FSS Arrays 
 The first set of devices was designed in the ANSYS HFSS full-wave FEM solver that 
models FSS structures through the use of Floquet ports [112–114]. We investigated two planar 
FSS designs that were simulated and fabricated to test and demonstrate the implications of the 
FDT. Figure 71 a) and b) illustrate the unit cells for both FSS designs. Each FSS was comprised 
of Titanium (Ti) elements modeled on top of a 1.2-μm thick layer of BCB, on a reflective Al 















Figure 71: Unit cell profiles of a) circular spiral array, and b) L-shaped wedge array. Below c) is 
a cross-sectional profile of the emissive structures as simulated in HFSS. 
 
The polarized emissivity from both designs was computed by calculating the power reflection 
coefficient at normal incidence, using Kirchhoff‟s law to determine the emissivity corresponding 
to each polarization state [149–152]. The spectral emissivity for a purely reflective structure is 
given as 
  ),(1),(),( RA , (70) 
where Τ is the temperature in Kelvin of the emissive material. To obtain the polarization 
components of the Stokes vector, given by Equation 66, the polarized emissivity coefficients are 
determined as 
  psps R ,, 1 , (71) 
  4545 1 R , (72) 
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  LHCPRHCPLHCPRHCP R ,, 1 . (73) 
Once these are obtained, the Stokes vector components are readily available via direct insertion 
of the above expressions into Equation 66. Figure 72 illustrates the simulated Stokes parameters 
that were calculated by HFSS for the planar FSS designs shown in Figure 71. 
 
Figure 72: Simulated Stokes parameters of the thermally-emitted field for each design in Figure 
71. 
 
Simulation by HFSS does not account for fluctuational electrodynamics, and assumes absolute 
correlation between orthogonal field components of the thermally emitted radiation, which is 
contrary to the FDT even for the subwavelength geometries of the proposed designs in Figure 71. 
With this assumed coherence, Figure 72 shows that the spiral elements reveal a high degree of 
RHCP indicated by the near-unity value of S3, whereas the L-shaped wedge elements emit a 
broad spectral signature of -45° linear-polarized radiation (S2 = −1). We will see in the 
measurements of these structures that the assumptions of the FDT are verified, and this 




4.3.2 Multilayer Subwavelength Structure with Meanderline Array and Thermal Isolation Layer 
of Silica Aerogel 
 To design a structure that can emit CP radiation in spite of the constraints imposed by the 
FDT, we begin with a wire-grid polarizer in contact with the thermal source. We have previously 
demonstrated [148] that such a structure emits primarily LP radiation when thermally excited.  
This LP characteristic does not require any cross-polarized coherence, and thus does not 
contradict the FDT. As shown in Figure 73, there is a dielectric standoff layer between this grid 
and a meanderline layer [86,98–100], which is designed to give quarter-wave plate (QWP) 
behavior. The grid and the meanderline layer are oriented at 45°. The meanderline FSS generates 
CP radiation in transmission by splitting equal components of 45° LP radiation, and imposing a 
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Figure 73: Depiction of a) cross-sectional profile of multilayer structure for generating CP 
thermal light. The silicon substrate is heated by an active thermal source (hotplate), which 
generates a linear-polarized signature upon thermal excitation of the wire-grid array. The wire-
grid array (in grey) is rotated by 45°, as shown in b), so that the CP meanderline FSS structure 
(in orange) is able to generate circular polarization upon transmission of the 45°-tilted linear 
polarized emission. The aerogel helps to thermally isolate the CP meanderline layers from the 




 We use a silica aerogel as the dielectric layer. This is a porous material with extremely 
low thermal conductivity [155–157], which acts as a thermal barrier between the active thermal 
source and the top layer of metal comprising the meanderline. The reason for this is to maintain a 
steady-state temperature difference between the thermal source and the meanderline layer. We 
have observed that meanderline structures have a strong LP component of thermal emission, 
polarized along the long direction of the wires. Thus, measurements will show both CP and LP 
emission. To emphasize the CP emission that is transmitted by the meanderline, it is desirable to 
lower the temperature of the top layer compared to that of the wire grid. 
 
4.4 Emissive FSS Element Fabrication 
 The FSS elements depicted in Figure 71 were fabricated on a dielectric standoff layer of 
BCB above a reflective metallic Al groundplane. Initially, the Al groundplane layer was 
deposited on the polished side of a single-sided-polished (SSP) Si wafer. Afterwards, a coating 
of BCB [121] totaling 1.2 μm in thickness was spun on and cured on top of the Al groundplane. 
The Ti-metal resonant elements seen in Figure 74 were written using the Leica EBPG 5000+ e-
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Figure 74: SEM images of fabricated planar periodic FSS structures corresponding to a) L-
shaped wedge elements, and b) circular spiral elements. 
 
 The structure shown in Figure 73 was fabricated in a similar fashion. As before, a 
plasma-cleaned SSP Si wafer was utilized for the fabrication of the entire structure, with the 
linear-polarized emissive wire-grid array elements being directly patterned and metalized with 
Al on the polished side of the Si wafer. The wire elements were exposed with a 0.5 μm linewidth 
and an array pitch of 1 μm. Afterwards, the aerogel layer was deposited on to the patterned wire-
grid surface by using a layer-by-layer spin-coating technique. The silica aerogel formula was of 
quite low viscosity, necessitating multiple 1500-rpm spin-coating steps to deposit the required 
thickness of aerogel, which was around 1 μm. The stack was subsequently baked at 120° C for 
10 minutes to drive out the ethanol solvent, leaving the porous silica-aerogel film. To cap and 
planarize the resulting porous surface, a layer of BCB approximately 350 nm thick was spun on 
to the aerogel film, and cured. As shown schematically in Figure 75, the BCB penetrates into the 
surface of the silica aerogel, but then prohibits any further flow into the aerogel film. This 
procedure provided a surface suitable for the lithographic steps required to fabricate the 




without any capping layer
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Figure 75: Schematic of a) porous silica aerogel surface without any capping layer, and b) 
aerogel surface with a layer of BCB that effectively caps the aerogel film and planarizes the 
surface. 
 
The dimensions of the single-layer Al meanderline structure are given as annotations on the SEM 
micrograph, Figure 76. Although two or more meanderline layers could have been used to 
provide better CP transmission [86], we found it difficult to fabricate more than one layer on top 
of the aerogel film.  This was caused by a tendency toward surface cracking upon deposition of 








Figure 76: SEM micrograph of meanderline FSS QWP layer with corresponding array 





4.5 Characterization and Analysis of Emissive FSS Structures 
4.5.1 Broadband Polarimetric Characterization 
 The fabricated FSSs were then characterized using broadband imaging polarimetry. This 
technique serves to filter particular states of polarization through specific combinations and 
orientations of analyzing polarizers and quarter-wave plate optical components [8,34–36], as 
discussed in Sections 1.2.2 and 3.3 of Chapters 1 and 3, respectively. The main objective of such 
methods is to directly image the state of polarization on the FPA of an 8–12 m camera (EMX 
uncooled LWIR imager, model # 01031), thus analyzing the detected irradiance into components 
associated with a given state of polarization. The setup for this polarization-based imaging 
(Figure 77) is similar to a configuration for measuring the Stokes parameters (Figure 2), with the 
proviso that the polarization components must be broadband, consistent with the spectral 
bandwidth of the camera. Notice that the large-area format multilayer meanderline QWP of 
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Figure 77: Broadband imaging polarimetry setup with a) LWIR camera and polarization optics, 
and b) device under test (DUT) in direct contact with hotplate. The schematic represents the 
polarimetric system with the wire-grid linear polarizer (LP) and achromatic meanderline quarter-
wave plate (QWP) as the analyzing polarization components. 
 
 It should be mentioned that the device under test (DUT) in part b) of Figure 77 was 
placed in direct contact with the active hotplate source, thereby achieving the desired 
configuration of conductive thermal excitation. The hotplate was brought up to a temperature of 
45° C, which was enough to thermally excite the planar periodic FSS arrays and image the 
emitted fields with the LWIR camera. The heated DUT was imaged through the polarization 
optics of part a), including the achromatic multilayer meanderline QWP [86], such that the 
polarization-specific components were detected by the camera‟s FPA. Discrete states of 
polarization were isolated by rotating the wire grid linear polarizer through specific angles, while 
the meanderline QWP was inserted and removed from the system for switching between S3 and 
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S2-based polarization imaging, respectively. A series of images was taken for each combination 
of linear polarizer angle and insertion of the broadband achromatic QWP, with the total 
combined image information being translated into each component of the Stokes vector [3,8]: 
  )0,90()0,0(0
 IIS  (74) 
  )0,90()0,0(1
 IIS  (75) 
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  (77) 
In the previous formulas, θ is the angle of the analyzing linear polarizer, φ = π/2 is indicative of 
the insertion of the achromatic QWP that provides a π/2 phase shift upon transmission, and a
2
 is 
the attenuation of the beam as it passes through the meanderline QWP component. The QWP 
device was inserted into the polarimetric system for imaging of S3 only, so an appropriate 
attenuation constant needed to be introduced to account for the absorption of IR radiation as it 
passed through the lossy meanderline QWP. These preceding formulas, which are almost exact 
replicas of Equations 8 through 11, were used to analyze the image information and ultimately 
produce an area-averaged Stokes vector component of the thermally emitted electromagnetic 
fields from the subwavelength FSS structures. The following section will detail this intensity-
based polarization analysis procedure, along with the results that were acquired from evaluation 




4.5.2 Image Analysis 
 The image-analysis methodology employed for measurement of the Stokes vector 
components is illustrated in Figure 78. The outlined box with the corresponding title of „noise‟ 
represents the area of the image that was averaged based upon the numerical equivalent of the 
gray-scale intensity, with 0 being the lowest value, and 255 as the maximum. This baseline noise 
value was averaged over all successive images corresponding to each irradiance-based 
measurement of the Stokes parameters given by Equations 74 through 77. There were a total of 6 
images taken for a series of Stokes vector coefficients, with each image having its average noise 




Figure 78: Example image taken from polarimetric system with annotated boxes outlining the 
areas that were selected for noise averaging and the sample area. 
 
The second outlined box with the title of „sample‟ in Figure 78 indicates the sample area of the 
planar periodic FSS structure that was evaluated. As shown in Figure 79, the resulting numerical 
gray-scale irradiance values after noise subtraction vary somewhat over the area of the sample. 
Thus, the entire sample area was averaged to yield a single value that represented the average 
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gray-scale irradiance of the received signal over the FSS area. This averaged intensity was 





Figure 79: Same image as Figure 78, but with the baseline noise subtracted from the data. Part a) 
shows the sample area as before, with part b) as a zoomed-in image of the planar FSS area. Note 
the variation in local intensity of the thermally emitted fields over the area of the FSS. 
 
Upon evaluation of the percent transmission through the achromatic meanderline QWP [ref], 
which yields the attenuation constant a
2
, the normalized Stokes vector was obtained by inserting 
the appropriate area-averaged gray-scale intensities into Equations 74 through 77 and dividing 
each coefficient by S0 [8]. This procedure was followed for each FSS device measured. 
 We will present our measured results in terms of the total degree of polarization (DOP), 
total degree of unpolarized radiation (DOUP), the total degree of linear polarization (DOLP), and 
the total degree of circular polarization (DOCP). In terms of the Stokes parameters of Equations 
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Alternatively, the DOCP given by Equation 79 can be completely described in terms of images 
taken with the analyzing polarizer at the 45° and 135° angles, and with the achromatic 
multilayered meanderline QWP inserted into the system. In this way, the attenuation coefficient 
a
2
 does not need to be taken into account, since the total normalized DOCP is evaluated with 
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This alternate expression for the DOCP was used in our computation of results. 
 
4.5.3 Measurement Results 
 The normalized area-averaged Stokes vector coefficient results obtained are shown in 

















  S1/S0 0.0045 0.1914 0.6264 
S2/S0 0.0729 0.1323 0.4428 
S3/S0 0.0399 0.0138 0.3345 
DOCP 0.0398 0.0137 0.2809 
DOLP 0.0731 0.2327 0.7671 
DOP 0.0832 0.2331 0.8368 
DOUP 0.9965 0.9725 0.5475 
 
 
The initial purpose of the planar FSS designs was to verify the validity of the FDT, such that 
cross-polarized thermal emission would ultimately be suppressed. The data shown on Table 7 
clearly illustrates the lack of correlation between orthogonal surface currents, since the L-shaped 
wedge element array results in mostly unpolarized radiation, and the circular spiral elements emit 
negligible CP radiation. Thus, we have experimentally verified that the orthogonal field 
components are uncorrelated, and that thermal emission of CP radiation is not feasible with a 
planar structure.  The data for the multilayer CP FSS structure incorporating the aerogel isolation 
layer shows a strong LP emission, which is expected from thermal excitation of the meanderline 
wires. However, the DOCP for this structure is also significant, at 28%. To our knowledge, this 
is the first time that a thermally emitted CP signature was obtained over a broad spectrum using 




4.6 Implications of Results and Impact upon the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem 
 The results of Table 7 are in no way contradictory of the consequential behavior imposed 
by the FDT. In fact, the data supports such claims, since purely planar structures in thermal 
contact with an elevated-temperature source did not exhibit any significant correlation between 
cross-polarized components, rendering these structures unable to emit broadband CP radiation. It 
is only when stratified layers are thermally isolated by a dielectric cavity of silica aerogel that we 
observe a steady-state temperature difference between the LP-radiating grid and the transmissive 
meanderline QWP layer, which yields a finite yet discernable DOCP coefficient. Nonetheless, 
the presence of a strong LP component that radiates from the meanderline wires is indicative of 
conductive thermal excitation that proliferates from the underlying emissive layers. Since the 
thermal barrier of silica aerogel can only provide a finite temperature difference, mostly because 
of its relatively compact thickness, the meanderline elements still exhibit a characteristic LP 
emission signature, which suggests that the FDT is not violated. In fact, in viewing the data from 
Table 7, we are witnessing the interplay between transmissive and emissive behavior, where one 
would predominate over the other if suitable conditions were provided. Thus, we can conclude 
that the FDT holds for structures that are brought up to the elevated emission temperature of the 
active blackbody source. Furthermore, as we have shown in this chapter, the FDT is able to be 
circumvented via thermal isolation, which enables the generation of thermally emitted broadband 
CP fields from planar periodic FSS meanderline components. Although this is a mere proof-of-
concept demonstration, the technology and underlying concept could be applied to an assortment 
of devices and scenarios for IR detection, target recognition, and polarimetry system calibration. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Summary 
 The present dissertation has demonstrated the ultimate versatility of planar periodic 
meanderline elements that can be incorporated into systems that exploit transmissive, reflective, 
or emissive behavior. Its broadband achromatic characteristics have been engineered and 
fabricated to result in ideal QWP performance for IR radiation that passes through or reflects 
from the multilayered meanderline components over a wide range of oblique incident angles. 
Pertinent focus upon real-world applications has resulted in fabrication and demonstration of 
low-profile, low-cost, easy-to-fabricate wide-area format QWPs for imaging CP via Stokes 
polarimetry, and extremely large-area CP tags that are able to produce CP light in the IR 
spectrum, and thus be discerned from any natural source of thermal polarized radiation. Finally, 
with the assistance of a thermal dielectric barrier of silica aerogel, subwavelength meanderline 
elements have also been shown to convert LP emission into CP, thereby providing an intrinsic 
source of CP thermal emission. Although the DOCP was not at its absolute maximum, mostly 
because of the finite temperature differential between the LP emitting wire grid layer and the 
transmissive meanderline QWP elements, the initial performance is promising enough for further 
investigations of such structures, which may find use in many relevant applications pertaining to 




5.2 Future Work 
 With regard to the devices and multilayered structures that have been presented thus far, 
there are some improvements that can be considered which may augment the performance in 
favor of increased power throughput. In particular, the transmissive multilayer meanderline 
QWPs could potentially yield throughput coefficients of 70% and higher with the right type of 
interlayer dielectric material. Even though such structures were simulated and fabricated with a 
low-loss cavity layer of YF3 dielectric, other ideal materials were not considered or 
implemented, specifically because of the difficulty in locating a compatible spin-on dielectric 
resin that would exhibit low enough optical attenuation in the LWIR band. However, there has 
been, in recent years, continued research into low-loss sol-gel solutions, such as Calcium 
Fluoride (CaF), which may be able to provide optimum optical characteristics with the required 
spin-on coating capabilities that would facilitate multilayer device fabrication [158]. Other 
material composites of spin-on sol-gels may yield significant transmission throughput gains and 
impedance-matching capabilities for multilayer meanderline QWPs, which will all but guarantee 
the elevation of the transmittance throughput beyond the 70% mark. Such dielectrics could also 
be incorporated into the reflective meanderline QWP structures for similar benefits. 
Metamaterial-based effects, such as extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) and evanescent 
wave tunneling [55,56], could have potential value for increasing the power throughput, although 
such effects would have to surpass the present ohmic losses incurred by the finite-conductivity 
metallic elements [104]. 
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 Although the thermally emissive CP multilayer structure with silica aerogel was meant as 
a first principle demonstration of circumventing the FDT, there are some improvements that can 
be gained from the aerogel material processing and choice of thermal isolation layer. It was 
mentioned that, upon deposition of more than 2 layers of silica aerogel, the aerogel film started 
crack apart, which precluded further processing of any subsequent layers. This ultimately limited 
the integrated meanderline QWP device to a single-layer configuration, specifically because no 
other layers could be fabricated without substantial deterioration of the silica aerogel film. As 
shown in the following figure, the difference between 2-layer and 3-layer depositions of aerogel 




Figure 80: Pictures of silica aerogel surface resulting from complete fabrication process after a) 3 
layers, and b) 2 layers of aerogel solution were deposited. 
 
In order to mitigate such deterioration and cracking of the aerogel dielectric film, improved 
deposition and thermal curing processes could be implemented, such that increased stability 
between successive depositions of aerogel layers would result in successful build-up of more 
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than 3 layers [157]. As a result, the temperature differentiation between the emissive wire grid 
structures and the meanderline QWP layer would be increased, thereby yielding improved CP 
characteristics and, consequently, diminished values of the DOLP coefficient. Furthermore, other 
aerogel compounds may be even more transparent in the thermal IR than silica-based films 
[156,157]. Comprehensive investigations of such aerogel dielectrics with low thermal 
conductivity and increased thicknesses could potentially result in a drastically improved structure 
with an even higher coefficient of emitted DOCP. 
 Many planar metamaterial and FSS designs have undergone recent transformations to 
include exotic optical effects, such as nonlinear behavior and tunable switching characteristics. 
The latter has recently been demonstrated in the IR regime with thermochromic vanadium oxide 
(VO2), which exhibits a material phase change across a range of applied temperature hysteresis 
[159]. As shown in Figure 81, the thin-film resistivity and optical constants change drastically 
upon heating and cooling of the VO2 material, which effectively switches from dielectric to 
metallic-type behavior when the ambient temperature is increased. 
 
Figure 81: Thin-film resistivity hysteresis and temperature-dependent optical constants of 




The modulation in thin-film resistivity indicates temperature switching behavior that can be 
applied to circuit elements of any conceivable planar periodic metamaterial and FSS structure. 
Such thermochromic material has already been incorporated into tunable phase-shaping 
reflectarray elements [159], so it would be logical to extend such behavior to provide tunable 
capability to subwavelength meanderline retarders and QWP components. The obvious limiting 
factor is that the structure would have to be heated under operational conditions, which would 
limit the functional behavior to reflective meanderline retarders for the time being. Additionally, 
the switching behavior is dependent upon the material hysteresis and the time lag between 
successive modulations in temperature. Apart from this, VO2 could be successfully integrated 
into meanderline unit cells, such that tunable characteristics are achieved with regard to phase-
shifting FSS structures. Although a particular design would have to be strictly optimized 
according to the material parameters, a possible application could involve having both QWP and 
half-wave plate (HWP) functionality on a single element, with the difference in operational 
behavior immediately accessible via a simple increase or decrease of applied temperature. This 
would reduce costs even further by decreasing the amount of components necessary for 
achieving a desired wave retardance, which would be available by sweeping through the range of 
temperatures corresponding to the material hysteresis of VO2. Therefore, subwavelength tunable 
meanderline retarders would be a significant advancement in the field of IR QWP technology, 




APPENDIX: DETAILED PROCESS NOTES ON ELECTRON-BEAM 




A.1 Fabrication of Multilayer Planar Periodic FSS Grid Arrays on Various Materials 
 The primary function of this appendix will be to clarify the exact procedures and 
methodologies that were implemented in the construction of the multilayer subwavelength 
meanderline retarders and polarization-selective devices presented in Chapters 3 and 4, with 
special attention paid to certain unconventional materials that are not typically classified as being 
compatible with e-beam lithography processing. Such exposition of methods is absolutely 
essential for re-production of the aforementioned devices, especially since e-beam exposure of 
subwavelength linewidth features is dependent upon the composition and the interaction of the 
material interface with the developer chemical and the ZEP 520-A7 resist. This concept will be 
further illuminated by the ensuing processing details concerning multilayer FSS fabrication on 
various substrates and planar dielectric materials. 
 
A.1.1 Semiconductor Substrates 
 Although bulk semiconductor materials were not explicitly used in the current body of 
work, the description of the fabrication routine serves as a good foundation for building up the 
crucial knowledge that will be implemented for other „exotic‟ material systems. Thus, we assume 
that the available semiconductor material is given as a typical 3” or 4” diameter substrate that is 
polished at least on one side, if not both for optimum transmission performance. The exact 
material in question is also assumed to be of low doping/impurity concentration, such that 
thermal IR light is not prone to excess free-carrier absorption within the bulk semiconductor 
substrate. Such examples of compatible semiconductor substrate material can be listed as un-
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doped Gallium Arsenide (GaAs), Germanium (Ge), and high-resistivity Si, to name a few. With 
these assumptions taken into account, the fabrication procedure on semiconductor wafers is as 
follows: 
 
1. Spin-clean polished side of wafer @ 4000 rpm with Acetone, Methanol, and Iso-Propanol 
Alcohol (IPA) dynamically applied to surface of substrate. Bake at 180° C for 
approximately 3 minutes to evaporate all the solvents out of the wafer. Follow up with an 
oxygenated plasma descum barrel etch at 200 W forward RF excitation for roughly 2 
minutes. 
2. Dynamically spin on ZEP e-beam resist at about 300 rpm, and then ramp up to final spin 
speed of 3000 rpm, which is held for approximately 60–80 seconds. Bake at 180° C for 3 
minutes, so that solvents do not out-gas into the ultra-high vacuum e-beam chamber. 
3. Submicron linewidth exposure on semiconductor wafers does not require any 
modification to the aforementioned materials and/or resists. This is due to the highly-
reflective conducting surface of the substrate material, which allows for adequate 
reflection for internal height reference and substrate tilt calibration, and for conduction of 
the excess electrons which will otherwise overexpose the resist via substrate charging. 
For example, about 95 μC/cm
2
 of e-beam dosage at 100 nA of beam current will net a 
100 nm over-exposure when writing 300 nm lines with the Leica e-beam system (Figure 
23) when developed with ZEP RD. Development with high-resolution Amyl Acetate will 




4. After exposure is complete, development can be done either by ZEP RD or Amyl Acetate 
chemical solutions. The sample should be completely immersed in the chosen developer 
for approximately 1 minute, and then immediately rinsed in IPA to impede the 
development reaction. After blowing dry with Nitrogen (N2) air, barrel-etch the 
remaining undeveloped resist for 2 minutes at 200 W. 
5. The exposed and developed patterns can now be metalized by physical vapor deposition 
of the choice metals for optimum device performance. This can be done by either e-beam 
or thermal evaporation methods. 
6. After deposition of the required metals, a liftoff process is necessary to remove the excess 
materials from the patterned surface, which will yield a completed structure, or at least 
the initial layer of a multilayered FSS device. Although Methylene Chloride has served as 
a liftoff chemical agent in the past, ZEP remover (N-dimethylacetamide) is employed 
because it aggressively attacks the remaining ZEP 520-A7 resist, thereby lifting off both 
excess resist and metals from the structured surface. Once the sample is thoroughly 
soaked in ZEP remover (preferably done in a Tupperware container), the entire ensemble 
is sonically agitated for about 5 minutes for initial metal and ZEP resist removal. Further 
agitation may be necessary for additional liftoff of excess detritus if the initial agitation 
process wasn‟t enough for complete dissociation of the remaining contaminants from the 
FSS. Once agitation is completed, the structure should be thoroughly rinsed with Acetone 
and IPA (in that order), and dried with N2 air. The device is now ready for 




A.1.2 Transparent Insulating Substrates 
 Unlike semiconducting wafers, transparent insulating substrates are not immediately 
compatible with e-beam lithographic processing. The Leica e-beam system requires a reflective 
surface so that substrate heights can be measured, which enables proper focusing of the 
impinging electron beam. Insulating wafers that are transparent in the visible are therefore 
susceptible to exposure errors due to incorrect height referencing, since the internal laser 
interferometer of the Leica system cannot register surfaces that have a weak back-scattered 
signal. Furthermore, the absence of a conducting material may overexpose the critical linewidth 
features, since excess electrons will lead to charging of the insulating substrate and dielectric 
layers. Because transparent insulators, such as fused silica (SiO2) and Barium Fluoride (BaF2), 
enable enhanced transmission throughput without the need for multilayer anti-reflection 
coatings, it would be desirable to formulate a process that would incorporate such materials into 
multilayer planar FSS microfabrication routines. The current section will outline the methods 
that were implemented in the construction of meanderline FSS components on SiO2 and BaF2 
substrates. 
 
1. As before, spin-clean the substrate at 4000 rpm with Acetone, Methanol, and IPA in that 
exact order. For the SiO2 substrate, proceed to bake at 180° C for 3 minutes. However, 
since BaF2 is susceptible to thermal shock, no thermal cure is necessary at this stage. 
SiO2 may be subjected to oxygenated plasma descum at 200 W forward RF after baking 
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out the solvents. BaF2, on the other hand, is a very fragile crystalline material that 
scratches easily, so no barrel etch processing should be performed as of yet. 
2. Spin on ZEP resist using dynamic spin-coating application at 300 rpm, then ramp up to 
the final spin speed of 3000 rpm, which is held for approximately 80 seconds. After 
spinning, the SiO2 wafer should be baked at 180° C for 3 minutes to drive out the 
remaining solvents. However, unlike SiO2, BaF2 cannot be subjected to rapid changes in 
ambient temperature, since it must be gradually cooled to avoid any instance of thermal 
fracturing. Thus, set a variable hot-plate at 110° C, set the ZEP-coated BaF2 wafer upon it 
for 1 minute, and then turn the hot-plate off. Wait until the substrate has cooled down to 
room temperature (takes about 20–25 minutes). 
3. In most circumstances, direct patterning of subwavelength features on a substrate requires 
no foreknowledge of design orientation or location, since it is usually the 1
st
 FSS layer 
that is scribed upon the bare wafer. Thus, to enable accurate height reflection mapping 
and conduction of excess electrons, a thin layer of Nickel (Ni) can be sputtered directly 
onto the wafer. Although any thin metal film will do, Ni was chosen because it exhibits 
very poor adhesion characteristics with ZEP resist, and can thus be peeled off easily after 
exposure. Sputtering is a highly uniform and directional deposition procedure, so this 
benefits our circumstance in that it preserves the planar features of the un-patterned 
wafer. For the devices that were presented in Chapter 3, about 40 nm of Ni was sputtered 
over the ZEP resist on the 1
st
 layer of the FSS structure. 
4. E-beam exposure can be performed after completion of the Ni sputtering step. As was 
mentioned before, each material system has a unique surface chemistry that requires 
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separate conditions for proper development of the optimum linewidths. For example, 
105–115 μC/cm
2
 should be enough for development of 400 nm lines at 100 nA beam 
current with ZEP RD on SiO2. Likewise, the same amount of dosage and beam current 
works well with similar linewidths on BaF2 with ZEP RD as the developer. Thicker 
linewidths entail lower dosages, such as 75–85 μC/cm
2
, when developed with Amyl 
Acetate. Thus, it should be apparent that the necessary electron dosage, beam current 
(which controls the spot-size), and developer depends upon the critical features of the 
subwavelength FSS pattern, thereby requiring some trial and error testing for optimal 
exposure results. 
5. Once exposure is complete, the Ni film is peeled off very carefully with adhesive tape. 
As to not contaminate the surface composition of the ZEP resist, the tape should only be 
applied to areas that are coated with Ni. Although minor traces of Ni may be left behind, 
this should not affect the development of submicron features in ZEP resist. At this point, 
the development methods for SiO2 and BaF2 diverge due to the surface chemistry and 
interaction of each developer with the substrate material. For SiO2, the wafer can be 
immersed in ZEP RD (or Amyl Acetate) for about 1 minute, and immediately rinsed 
thereafter with IPA and dried with N2 air. The BaF2 development process, on the other 
hand, requires a drastically separate approach, as complete immersion in developer for 1 
minute or more will over-expose the critical linewidths. In fact, only 20 seconds of 
development time in either ZEP RD or Amyl Acetate is needed. Thus, it is much more 
convenient to directly dispense the developer onto the exposed portion of ZEP with 
pipettes, thereby enabling secure handling of the BaF2 substrate once 20 seconds has 
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elapsed. At the conclusion of development, the structure should be immediately rinsed in 
IPA and dried with N2 air. 
6. Barrel etching is commenced after development to remove any stray ZEP particulates that 
remain after rinsing with IPA. A 2 minute plasma descum at 200 W forward RF power is 
sufficient for ZEP resist on SiO2. However, due to the fragility of the BaF2 surface, the 
barrel etching duration should be reduced to 1 minute for the same amount of RF power. 
Deposition of the requisite metals by thermal or e-beam evaporative methods follows the 
same procedure as before. Regarding BaF2, it should be noted that thermal or e-beam 
evaporation may raise the internal temperature of the chamber, which must be allowed to 
cool to ambient levels. Also, one should exercise caution when handling BaF2 wafers, as 
their respective surfaces are easily prone to scratching when hastily mounted in 
evaporation systems. 
7. Liftoff should follow the same steps as the previous section, such that each sample is 
immersed in ZEP remover and sonically agitated for 5 minutes, or until all excess 
materials have detached from the surface of the metalized FSS structure. Upon 
termination of the sonic agitation process, the wafers are rinsed with Acetone and IPA (in 
that order), and dried with N2 air. Again, caution must be wielded with respect to 
handling and care of BaF2 wafers, especially since sonic agitation may increase the 
substrate temperature under prolonged liftoff cycles. Thus, after agitation, BaF2 
substrates should remain in the ZEP remover chemical until the material has arrived at 
ambient temperature. Once liftoff is finished, the patterned FSS structure is ready for 




A.1.3 Stratified Dielectric Layers 
 The current section covers the necessary procedures for planar FSS device fabrication on 
stratified dielectric layers. With respect to the multilayer devices that were presented in Chapters 
3 and 4, we shall describe processing specifics exclusive to particular dielectric materials, such 
as BCB and ZnS, that were implemented in multilayer FSS construction. Thus, we begin with a 
description of the processing steps that enable fabrication of subwavelength FSS elements upon 
layers of Benzocyclobutene (BCB), a spin-on dielectric polymer provided by DOW Chemical. 
 
1. Assuming that the 1st meanderline FSS layer is complete, a spin-clean with Acetone, 
Methanol, and IPA at 4000 rpm should be sufficient enough to prepare the substrate 
surface for deposition of BCB. A subsequent solvent bake and barrel etch may follow this 
initial cleaning step. Regarding the exact processes for substrates such as BaF2, it would 
do well to glance over the previous section for a brief review of material handling 
concerns and specifics relating to thermal and mechanical shock tolerances. 
2. Before spinning on the required thickness of BCB, the adhesion polymer must be 
deposited first to ensure stable chemical and mechanical bonds between the substrate and 
dielectric layers. Thus, dynamically spin on BCB adhesion promoter (HDMS) at 300 
rpm, and ramp up to a spin speed of 2000 rpm, which is held for about 20 seconds. 
Afterwards, immediately spin on the desired BCB solution, which can be thinned with 
Mesitylene if a thinner layer is warranted. Dynamic application of BCB is done at about 
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300 rpm, and the final spin speed is usually kept around 3000 rpm for 60 seconds, 
although other speeds are used if different thicknesses are requested from the same 
solution of BCB. 
3. Once the spin-on application of BCB is complete, the polymer dielectric requires curing 
at 250° C. This allows for the BCB film to be baked into a hard rigid dielectric layer that 
can withstand subsequent fabrication steps. However, to ensure a smooth transition up to 
the optimum curing temperature, the coated sample is first baked at 120° C for 
approximately 3 minutes. Then, the temperature is ramped up to 250° C, and the sample 
is encased within a N2-purge environment. This precludes oxidation of the film under 
high temperature baking, and further inhibits the formation of oxygen bubbles within the 
BCB dielectric layer. The film is baked at 250° C for 5 minutes, after which the sample 
remains in the N2-purge environment while the temperature ramps down to 180° C. 
Depending upon the substrate material, the sample can now be removed from the hot-
plate, or in the case of BaF2, remain until it has cooled down to room temperature. If 
additional layers of BCB are required, this same process can be repeated iteratively. 
4. ZEP e-beam resist is applied in the usual manner (see the previous sections), with the 
exception of one important step. Since BCB is an insulating material, much like SiO2 and 
BaF2, we must apply some sort of coating that prohibits excess charging upon electron 
beam exposure. However, we cannot simply deposit a thin layer of Ni, since the to-be-
written FSS features need to be visibly aligned with the preceding FSS grid layers. 
AquaSave, provided by Mitsubishi Corp., takes care of this dilemma, since it is a 
transparent yet conducting polymer that can easily route the excess electrons from the 
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exposure area. This solution is statically applied, spun at 3000 rpm for 60 seconds, and 
then baked at 110° C for about 3 minutes. As always, with BaF2, bake at 110° C for 1 
minute and turn the hot-plate off to let the substrate cool to room temperature. Ni can 
now be sputtered around edges of the wafer, which will provide suitable height 
registration for precise exposure. To avoid direct sputtering over the 1
st
 FSS grid array, 
cover the to-be-exposed area with a thin sheet of aluminum (Al) foil while leaving the 
surrounding perimeter un-covered. This will preserve the visibility through the multilayer 
stack for precise alignment with the preceding FSS layers. 
5. It has been found that e-beam exposure on stratified dielectric layers takes a little bit 
more electron dosage to arrive at the preferred structural dimensions, at least when using 
a layer of AquaSave above ZEP. Thus, for example, 125 μC/cm
2
 with 100 nA beam 
current would be appropriate for exposure of 400 nm lines when using ZEP RD 
developer. Amyl Acetate would develop thinner lines closer to the fractured linewidths, 
so higher electron dosages may be necessary. In any case, because the area directly over 
the exposed pattern is covered in AquaSave, and not Ni, a pre-mapping height routine 
must be initialized in order to map the heights around the FSS grid array. The location of 
the pattern layout should be centered directly in the middle of the previous FSS array, and 
aligned so that the FSS features properly coincide between layers once development is 
completed. Apart from these minor details, the e-beam exposure process is the same as in 
the previous sections. 
6. After exposure, the Ni film and the AquaSave layer can be removed from the ZEP resist. 
In terms of process sequencing, the Ni layer is usually peeled off with tape before the 
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AquaSave is rinsed away with deionized water. Once the exposed area of ZEP is clear of 
the aforementioned materials, the sample development, barrel-etch, metallization, and 
liftoff steps should follow the same exact procedure outlined in the previous sections. 
 
 Although the above processing methods are exclusive to BCB, they can be augmented to 
facilitate other dielectrics, such as Zinc Sulfide (ZnS) or silica aerogel.  
 ZnS dielectric layers were deposited via thermal evaporation in a low pressure 
environment. Deposition was performed over an adhesive layer of metallic Aluminum (Al) or 
Aluminum Oxide (Al2O3), depending upon the intended operation of the FSS structure 
(reflective vs. transmissive). The evaporation rate was sustained at 4.5 Angstroms per second 
throughout the deposition cycle. Upon completion of ZnS evaporation, the fabrication procedure 
almost follows that of BCB, except that no assistive materials were deposited above the spin-
coated layer of ZEP resist, since the precursor Al layer provides a) ample height registration, and 
b) partial conduction of the excess electrons, which mitigates charging of the dielectric film. 
Furthermore, high-resolution Amyl Acetate was chosen as the developer, so neither conductive 
Ni or AquaSave were required in the e-beam exposure stages.  
 Silica aerogel, which was implemented as a thermal isolation standoff layer in Chapter 4, 
was deposited by spin-coating techniques. To achieve the required thickness of aerogel film, 
sequential spin-coatings were performed at 1500 rpm, with the aerogel solution applied statically 
to the plasma-cleaned semiconductor substrate. Because of the porous nature of silica aerogel, 
multiple spin coating applications were required before baking could be attempted. After spin-
coating was complete, the aerogel film was baked at 120° C for 10 minutes to drive out the 
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remaining ethanol solvent. A layer of thinned BCB (approx. 350 nm thick) was subsequently 
deposited over the aerogel to cap and planarize the porous silica film. The rest of the process 
steps are the same as those for ZnS, as no other dielectric or metal layers were utilized for e-
beam exposure of the ZEP resist. 
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